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IhTfQPllCTION

The slow development of photochemistry compared

with other brunches of physical chemistry is possibly

due to two main causes. On the one hand, the

experimental study of photochemical reaction©

Involves in general a somewhat difficult technique if

quantitative data of the highest value are required? on

the other, the development of the theoretical side of

the subject had to await the remarkable advances made

In physics in the last two or three decades. The

introduction of the quantum theory "by Planck and its

application to photochemistry by JJlnetein, together

with the inception and rapid achievements of theories

of atomic constitution and the origin of spectral lines,

have, however, supplied the necessary background for the

evolution of this branch of chemistry. A new interest

in the subject has been stimulated, with the result

that its problems are now being intensively

investigated*

The combination of hydrogen and chlorine under the

influence of light has probably been studied move than

any other ph©tochemical' reaction, and In spite of the

many investigations of the problem carried out within

the last eighty years, it can scarcely be claimed that
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the kinetics of the process have no yet "been

completely elucidated. The mechanism by which

reaction chains are terminated is still a matter of

some debate, involving as it does the ranch discussed

effect of hydrogen chloride on the reaction velocity,

and the dependence of the latter on the intensity of

the absorbed light.

Early observations of the process were made by
1 2

Cruickshank . by Gay-Ltxssac and Thennrd , and by
3

Dalton . The first quantitative study was
4

undertaken by Draper , and was followed by the
5

classical researches of Bunoen and Eoscoe . The

latter workers established the well known oxygen

retardation of the photoreaoticn, but it was not until
8

3.906 that explanation was found, for the cause of the

induction periods, that had characterised this early

work.

The type of apparatus, that was used in the early

investigations to measure the rate of the reaction, was

a simple form of water actinometer. It consisted of a

large bulb to which hydrogen and chlorine could be

added, and which carried a capillary tube closed by a

thread of water. A small quantity of water in the

bulb served to absorb the hydrogen chloride produced

on illumination, and the consequent diminution in

volume, indicated by movement of the water thread, gave

a measure of the rate of the reaction. This method
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has several evident disadvantagesj not only is the

ipoBDibility of the introduction of chance inhibitors

increased, hut there is the possible action of

illuminated chlorine on the eater itself, together with

the practical complications involved by the saturation

of the water by chlorine.

7

A later method, due to Bodenntein and Dux »

excluded water from the system entirely. The

composition of the reaction mixture at any time was

determined by freezing out the chlorine and hydrogen

chloride with liquid oxygen, and measuring the pressure

of residual hydrogen by means of a quartz spiral

manometer. It is immediately evident that agreement

cannot be expected between the results obtained by the

two methods, if the hydrogen chloride produced has any

effect on the rate of the reaction.

£3
A third and more recent, type of apparatus ,

involving the photometric determination of chlorine

concentrations, is the one employed in the present

|research. This method has the unique advantage ever

the other two of requiring no disturbance of the reaction

system during the course of an experiment, and in this

resnect is the most satisfactory. Prom Beer's Law, for

parallel light, the relationship between chlorine

aressure and log I /I, where I represents transmitted
IOO o

light at zero chlorine pressure and I that at any other

pressure, is linear, and, having determined the
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relationship by measurements with known chlorine

pressures, it can subsequently be employed to measure

tinlcnown concentrat ion a of this gas. The photometer

(wavelength is detorrained by its corresponding
absorption coefficient, the olse of the reaction vessel

raid the chlorine pressure range it is desired to

investigate. A convenient wavelength is the 365 imi

line, while for relatively high chlorine pressures the

[wavelength 406 nu may be employed. It can be stated
here that this photometric method proved satisfactory in

Use, and the results showed a good degree of

rep roduc ibi1i ty.

It has long been recognised that a chain reaction

affords the only adequate explanation of the high

quantum efficiencies observed in the photochemical

reaction bet eon hydrogen and chlorine. Although
9

energy chains have been suggested , it is now agreed

that the reaction is propagated by an atom chain,
10

similar to that first proposed by Hernst . The

absorption of one quantum of radiation [wavelength less

than 478.5 rau, the convergence limit for chlorine] by a

molecule of chlorine results in the letter's direct

dissociation into atoms:

Cla SOI.

The Hernst chain reactions which follow are:

01 + Ha —» HC1 + H

H + 01a —> HOI + 01
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These processes recur until one or other or "both of the
i-

chain carriers are removed,* and the main problem of the

kinetics is to determine the manner of this removal.

The present research is concerned only with the oxygen-
i a

free system? and it is agreed that? under these

conditions? the rate of hydrogen chloride formation is

directly proportional to the hydrogen pressure. It is

therefore accepted that? In the absence of oxygen? only

the chlorine atoms are concerned in the chain ending

process.

Before 1930? reliable data for the reaction in

absence of oxygen are most scarce# undoubtedly owing

chiefly to the difficulty of obtaining mixtures free

from oxygen. In this year? however# a publication by
is

Bodenstsin and linger stated that the reaction was

uninhibited by either hydrogen or chlorine, that its

rate was proportional to the first power of the

intensity of the absorbed light and to the pressure of

hydrogen? while it was independent of the pressure of
13

chlorine. Chapman and Gdbhs ? on the other hand?

reported that the rate of reaction was proportional to

the square root of the intensity parameter# though they

gave no further details of the kinetics of the reaction.

To account for their results, Bodonstein and Unger were

led to postulate the existence of a product derived

from the silica of the reaction vessel under the

influence of illuminated chlorine# which terminated the
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reaction chains, and was thus responsible for the

dependence of the rate on the first power of the

light intensity. Chapman and Gibbs claimed that the

mechanism of the reaction was approximating to that of

the hydrogen-bromine combination, where chains end by

atomic iaecombination.

Confirmation of the results of Chapman and Gibbs
14

was provided by the work of Ritchie and Norrish «

They found that the reaction rate was proportional to

a power of the light intensity approaching 0.5

[actually 0.6], and concluded that reaction chains are

terminated principally by self-neutralination, rather

than by any inhibitor such as silicon oxychloride
12

postulated by Bodenstein and Unger . In addition,

tliey showed, contrary to the latter authors, that

hydrogen chloride itself exerted a very considerable

inhibiting effect on the reaction rate, an effect

which was attributed entirely to the reaction

II + HC1 —> Ha + CI.

This reaction had therefore to be relatively efficient,

for an increase in the hydrogen chloride pressure from

12.5 to 310 mm. brought about a tenfold reduction in the

quantum efficiency.
15

However, Potts and Rollefson showed on

theoretical grounds that the reaction

II + HC1 II2 + CI

could not be as efficient as Ritchie and Norrish had

supposed, and they failed to confirm experimentally the



observations of these authors in this respect. Again

in contrast to Ritchie and Norrish, while their

experiments at 167°K yielded an intensity exponent of

0.5, at room temperature this exponent was found to be

unity.

Further experiments published by Bodenstein and
16

Winter sought to show that all possible effects, viz.

acceleration, no effect, or retardation, could be

obtained with varying hydrogen chloride pressure,

according to the catalytic activity of the reaction
13

vessel walls. Modifying his original postulation ,

Bodenstein stated that reaction chains were terminated

at the reaction vessel surface by the catalytic

recombination there of the chlorine atoms. Variation

in the activity of the surface with varying hydrogen

chloride pressure was assumed in order to explain his

observations of "sometimes no change in velocity,

sometimes a retardation, and occasionally an

acceleration."

It is now agreed that, in reactions involving

chlorine and chlorine atoms, recombination of the latter

do not in general take place in a process analogous to
17

that established for bromine atoms . Recent

investigations, whilst agreeing that surface

recombination of chain carriers is operative to some

extent, have lent support to a suggestion made by
18

Rollefson and Eyring . These authors showed from
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quantum mechanical considerations that the quasl-

raolecule 013 "will have a very long life as conpared

with the duration of an ordinary collision", and should

he formed from chlorine atoms and molecules without the

necessity of ternary collisions. A mechanism, "based

on the assumption that reaction chains are terminated

largely hy the formation of this conplex, has been put
is

forward hy Oraggs, Squire and Allmand . It comprises

the following steps:

fl] Cl3 + hv 2 01 [4] CI + Cl3 —> Cl3

[2] CI + Ha —» HC1 + H [5] Cl8 —*■ Cl3 + CI
r 3] H + C3.a —> HOI + CI [6] 2Cla —> 3Cla

The further assumption was made that the equilibrium

expressed hy

T7] Ky = [oia3/rci][cia]
was maintained, or practically so, during the course of

the reaction. Working through the above equations in

the usual manner due to Bodenstein, they arrived at the

expression

yHz = ka THa 1/1[Cla ] f Iahst
At intermediates chlorine pressures [82.6 mm.], the

labs'* relation was found to hold over a considerable
14* 1 15 *7

range of intensity [10 to 10 quanta/secondl.
13

At relatively low intensities [10 ], the required

inverse first order with respect to chlorine was

fulfilled over the pressure range 82.5 to 166 nuu,

r 15 1

whilst at higher intensities [10 J the retarding effect

was somewhat higher. But on passing from 166 to 450 ram.,
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the inverse power of [Cl31 rose to two and at the same

time, and the more so the higher the intensity, n, the

intensity exponent, dropped "below 0.5, to as low as

0.055. These intensity and enhanced chlorine effects

were explained on the assumption that diffusion of

chlorine atoms took place "between the illuminated and

non-illuminated parts of the reaction vessel. Up to

1.7 mm. chlorine, n was practically unity, indicating

that the reaction was ended "by absorption and

recombination of chain carriers on the walls. A rise

in the quantum efficiency as the chlorine pressure

Increased from 1.7 to 15 ram. was attributed to

decreasing catalytic activity of the reaction vessel

walls, and the same explanation was advanced to account

for accelerating effects sometimes observed with

jhy&rogen chloride. Retarding effects by the latter gas
'

were explained by assuming that the added hydrogen

chloride, by collision, stabilised the newly formed Cl3

radicals, and that these radicals were adsorbed more

easily by the vessel walls than are chlorine atoms. In
- '

one experiment at low chlorine pressure r13 mm.], and in

which 318 ma. hydrogen chloride were present, the

unusually low value for n of 0.7S indicated extensive

recombination of Cl3 radicals in the gas phase.

An investigation into the Budde effect in chlorine
20

at high intensity , while providing no evidence
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concerning the equilibrium

CI + Cla 013,

has indicated that a triple collision is necessary for

the formation of Cl3 radicals. Triple collision

coefficients for the gases nitrogen, argon, oxygen,

hydrogen chloride and carbon dioxide were calculated

and found to "be in general agreement with those
2 1

observed in other stabilisations . The photoexpansion,

being proportional to the first power of tlie intensity,

was in agreement with the recombination process

CI + Cla + M —> Cla + M

2C13 —> 3C12.

If therefore, as would appear probable, chain

termination involves the production of Cl3 radicals in a

stabilising collision, then the rate of the photo-union

of hydrogen and chlorine should be retarded, not only

by chlorine and the product hydrogen chloride, but also

by "inert" gases such as nitrogen and argon. In the

present research, this retardation has been established

for all four gases, but it was evident too, as has

frequently been reported, that a proportion of the

chlorine atoms, besides participating in a triple

collision, recombined at the surface of the vessel.

With increasing pressure of nitrogen and argon, the

intensity exponent approached 0.5, indicating

progressively increasing recombination of Cl3 radicals

in the gas phase. The abnormal indices of the intensify
1 9

parameter, first noticed by Allmand , have again been
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observed and an alternative explanation advanced.

A new and hitherto unreported observation has been

noted; when the quantum efficiency was plotted against

the intensity of the absorbed radiation, it was found

that the former decreased continually as the intensity

was raised from a low value [3x10 1 quanta/sec.], but

finally reached a constant value at very high
14

intensities [10. quanta/sec.]. If no particular
.

assumptions are made regarding equilibrium in the

reaction

CI + Cla + M —> Cl3 + M,

then when labs, is the only variable, it is found in the

usual way that the quantum efficiency of the reaction at

low total pressures is proportional to [1 + constant/

labs'*], an expression which is in close agreement with

the experimental results.

In other respects, however, the present

investigation is in general accord with the results of

previous workers, and has served to elucidate several

aspects of the chain ending process in this
■

photochemical reaction.
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EXPERIMENTAL.

Apparatus.

The system employed throughout the investigation

is represented diagransnatically in the accompanying

sketch [fig. 1.]. With the exception of the reaction

vessel and chlorine reservoir, the complete apparatus

was constructed of soda-glass, and all taps and

.ground joints lubricated with Apieaon L grease. The

cylindrical quartz Insolation vessel V was capillary

connected, via the ground joint J, directly to the

spring of the Bourdon gauge G, the pointer of which was

observed against the eye-piece scale of telescope T.

Dry air could be admitted to the outer jacket of G by

means of Ta to balance the reaction gases entering the

vessel V via Ta from reservoirs situated at the end of

the main vacuum line. 'in this manner, the gauge was

used as a null instrument, the pressure in V being

indicated on the manometer Ma, which was read in

conjunction with the standard manometer Ma. Two

reaction vessels were employed, the one 31,5 cc. in

volume with 2 ram# capillary stem, the other 178 cc. in

volume and 1 mm. capillary stem. Water jackets,

gravity fed from a thermostat, maintained the

temperature of the reaction vessel and Bourdon gauge

[the latter's temperature being indicated on the
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thermometer M] at 25 * 0.1°C.

A Genco I-Iyvac oil ptunp was used to evacuate the

system, the oil "being protected from condensable gases#

including chlorine and hydrogen chloride, by means of

a liquid oxygen trap. During evacuation, occasional

pressure measurements were taken with a MacLeod Gauge.

In order to protect the mercury from attack by chlorine,

the gauge and manometers when not in use were always

isolated from the main system. At the end of a series

of experiments, the condensate in the liquid oxygen

trap was rejected by means of a filter pump.

A plan of the photometric system is given in fig. 2.

Excluding the lamp and galvanometer, the complete

system was enclosed within a wooden box painted on the

inside with flat black paint. The source of

illumination L consisted of an Osira mercury lamp,

125 watts and 230 volts A.G. fa G.E.C. product],

operated from the mains. The voltage of the latter

was stabilised to within ± 1% by means of a Solus

stabiliser, and the lang> was found to give its best

performance when run at its full voltage. Apart from

a gradual drop in emission over a period of several

hours, the output from the lamp was very steady. In

view of this gradual fall in emission, all comparative

intensity measurements were carried out in as short a

range of time as possible. A parallel beam of light

was concentrated through the reaction vessel V by

means of the four apertures A and S and the lens G .
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The aperture S was also in the nature of a shutter,

which was used as required to interrupt the "beam of

light. Heat radiation in the "beam was absorbed by the

copper sulphate filter Ft [2 cms. 6% aqueous solution

contained in a plane sided glass tank]# and the

succeeding filters Fs provided monochromatic radiation

of two wavelengths, viz. 4-06 mu and 365 mu. For the

former wavelength, 2 eras. 0.1$i quinine hydrochloride

solution in water was used in conjunction with 2 oris.
223

0.03 N iodine solution in carbon tetrachloride reach

contained in a plane sided quartz vessel], and for the

latter a 3 mm. Chance ultra-violet glass filter was

employed. In the accompanying photograph [Ho. 1], the

spectrum of the Osira lamp itself is given, together

with that of the radiation transmitted by these two sets

of filters. Reduced intensities were obtained by

interposing a series of blue glass plates in the path

of the light beam, and the non-selective nature of these

reduction filters is evident ttom photograph Ho. 2.

After passing through the reaction vessel, which was

contained in the glass sided water bath W, the beam was

allowed to fall directly on to the photo-cell P.O.,

care being taken that the whole of the beam was

incident on the face of the cell. However, when

experiments were carried out in the large reaction

vessel, a light beam of greater diameter was employed,

and this was concentrated on the cell by means of a

round glass flask filled with distilled water. The
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cell itself was a Weston photronic cell, and was

connected directly to the galvanometer G, the

deflection of which was observed by means of a light

pointer and scale situated at a distance of 115 cms.

Again when the larger reaction vessel tvas used, the

light flux being of greater intensity, a resistance of

6500 ohms was connected in series with P.O. and 0 in

order to give a convenient deflection on the scale.
.

A thin iron cylinder screened G from outside magnetic

fields during all measurements. It was a daily

practice to clean the surfaces of the optical system

before commencing experiments.

Preparation of Gases.

Extensive purification of all reactant gases, with

the sole exception of oxygen itself, had to be carried

out in order to reduce their oxygen content to the

absolute jniniraum.

Hydrogen. The preparation of hydrogen was carrie

out in the apparatus illustrated in fig. 3.

Electrolysis of 10% caustic ooda solution [containing

a little baryta] in the water-jacheted cell A

enabled the hydrogen to be passed directly to the

purifiers at the rate of one bubble per second, while

the oxygen escaped into the atmosphere. With B and B*j
in the positions indicated, the gas was generated tinder

slight pressure, and it was thus ensured that no air

leaked into the apparatus at this stage. Purifiers
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G and D contained a copper gauze roll and platinised

asbestos respectively, "both heated electrically to 550°C,

while 33 and P were phosphorus pentoxide drying tubes.

Pinal traces of oxygen were removed by passing the

hydrogen through the bulb G- [a 60 watt Gsram lamp] in

which the filament was heated to bright redness. This

bulb was contained in a cold water jacket. The liquid

oxygen trap H was inserted to remove last traces of

moisture from the gas, and the hydrogen was finally

stored in large glass bulbs.

In an actual preparation, the complete

purification train was filled with hydrogen to

atmospheric pressure, and the heaters round C and D

and the filament O switched on. The tap T* was closed

and Ta leading to the water-leak J left open while a

steady temperature was attained, after which TA was

opened and hydrogen allowed to pass through the system

at the rate of one bubble per second for about twenty

minutes. The tap T2 was then closed and the gas

admitted at the same rate to the reservoirs.

Chlorine.ffig. 4l» Chlorine was either taken

from a cylinder or prepared by the action of

concentrated hydrochloric acid on A.H. potassium

permanganate. After passing the water-leak A, the

gas was purified by passage through the darkened wash-

bottles B containing alkaline 2N potassium permanganate

solution, and the concentrated sulphuric acid wash-

bottle C» and dried in the phosphorus pentoxide tube D.
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Having washed out the purification train and trap S with

chlorine, taps Ta and Ta were closed, liquid oxygen

placed round E, and Ta so adjusted that the gas collected

at the rate of two "bubbles per second. Pinal

purification was effected by repeated fractional

distillation backwards and forwards between E and F as

follows. Having collected approximately two Inches of

solid in trap E, the chlorine was allowed to liquify

and was boiled off simultaneously under the filter pump.i

About one fifth of the liquid was rejected in this

manner before tap Ta was closed. With liquid oxygen

round F [previously well evacuated] tap Ta was now

opened and the chlorine allowed to distil over, leaving

E exposed to the air. During the distillation, the

chlorine in E was occasionally solidified, and both

traps opened to the oil pump to remove traces of oxygen

that might have collected above the chlorine. The

distillation was continued until approximately one fifth

of the original liquid remained in E, when Ta was closed

and the residue in E rejected via the filter pump.

Some twenty minutes were required for each distillation,

and a minimum of three were always performed. When

further distillations were carried out enhanced purity

of the gas was not observed. The chlorine was finally

stored solid in the quarts reservoir F.

Oxygen. Cylinder oxygen (97% by alkaline

pyrogallol determination] was used directly after

passage over phosphorus pentoxide and through a liquid
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oxygen trap. It was collected in glass reservoirs at

the rate of two "bubbles per second.

Nitrogen and Argon. In each case, the cylinder

gas [containing less than Q>$% oxygen as measured by

absorption with alkaline pyrogallol] was passed over a

heated copper gause roll and then through a sodium trap

ffig. 5]. The latter was heated sufficiently strongly

enough to provide about one era. of vapour above the

molten sodium. Any oxide carried over by the gas

stream was deposited in a large spiral, after which the

gas was passed through the usual phosphorus pentoxide

tube and liquid oxygen trap before collection in large

glass bulbs [one bubble per oecond].

Experimental Procedure.

As indicated in the introduction, the method

adopted for following the rate of photochemical reaction

between hydrogen and chlorine was that developed by
3

Ritchie and Norrish , involving the photometric

determination of chlorine concentrations. The

absorption wavelength employed is determined by the

corresponding absorption coefficient, considered in

conjunction with the chlorine pressure range it is

desired to investigate in any given reaction vessel.

For all experiments in both reaction vessels, the

photometer wavelength used for the range 0 to 100 m.

chlorine was 365 mu. For experiments in the large

reaction vessel above this range, the wavelength 406 rau
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was used In view of its snailer absorption coefficient.

The graphic relationship between chlorine pressure and

l°gloI0/I» where I0 represents transmitted light at
zero chlorine pressure and I that transmitted by

chlorine at any other pressure, is represented by a

straight line passing through the origin# This graph

was constructed from measurements with known chlorine

pressures [see over], and subsequently employed to

determine the chlorine pressure during the course of 'the

photochemical reaction. Conversely, if the chlorine

pressure and the value of I0 are known, then the value

of I can be obtained. Absorption by chlorine of the

photometer wavelengths [365 ran and 406 ran] was

unaltered by the addition of hydrogen, oxygen,

hydrogen chloride, nitrogen or argon, and accordingly

it was not necessary to apply any correction to the

values of the transmitted intensity. With the

photronic cell-galvanometer system employed,

concentrations of chlorine were determined with an

experimental error normally not greater than 0#5 ram.

Insolation was effected with either the 365 ran or

406 rau wavelengths. To follow the course of the reaction,

a "method of averaging" was adopted, in which the

chlorine concentration after a given exposure was

determined with 365 mu light after an excess of oxygen

[100 mm.] had been added to render the reaction
a

mixture insensitive . This same procedure involving

the addition of oxygen was followed in experiments
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in the large reaction vessel at high chlorine pressures

when the photometer wavelength was 406 mu.

Calculation was then performed on the assumption that

the change in concentration of the reactants and in the

intensity of the absorbed light were linear over the

range. This assumption has been shown to be
a

justifiable by Ritchie and Norrlsh provided the

the change in chlorine concentration in an experiment

was not greater than 50% of the initial concentration.

Before carrying out an experiment, the reaction

vessel and Bourdon gauge were evacuated through the

liquid oxygen trap with the oil pump for 15 minutes.

In this time, it was customary to attain a pressure not

greater than 0.001 mm. of mercury, as measured on the

MacLeod gauge, The liquid oxygen was now removed

from round the chlorine reservoir, and while the latter

was warming up, determination of Ic for the 406 mu

wavelength was made if required. After rejecting a

little of the chlorine, the reaction vessel and the

gauge were washed out with the gas and the vessel

simultaneously illuminated by the wavelength 565 ran.

For this washing out process, it was possible to add

chlorine to the gauge to a pressure of approximately

40 mm. without adding air to the jacket of the

instrument. After re-evacuation, the I0 value for the

shorter wavelength was observed. Chlorine was then

added to the reaction vessel to the required pressure,

and the transmitted intensity I measured. The value
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of log I0/I bo obtained, after comparison with that1 o

given "by the calibration graph, was always used in

calculations for that particular experiment. This

procedure was found to give the most satisfactory

results. iText was admitted any third gas such as
»

oxygen, nitrogen or argon, and the mixture illuminated

for several minutes to destroy any inhibiting

impurities introduced with the gases, Finally, the

required pressure of hydrogen was added, and the

mixture illuminated with light of the appropriate

wavelength and intensity for a period of time such that

the chlorine pressure fell "by not more than 305'' of its

initial value. When hydrogen chloride itself was the

variable parameter, this gas was always produced in the

reaction vessel by illumination of a mixture of pure

hydrogen and chlorine. The absence cf oxygen from the

gas was thus ensured. In an experiment, for example,

in which the initial pressures were 50 mm. chlorine,

50 mm. hydrogen and 300 mm. hydrogen chloride, 150 mm.

chlorine and 100 Ma. hydrogen were illuminated until,

as determined photometrically, the residual pressure of

chlorine was not greater than 51 mm. The necessary

pressure of hydrogen was now added and the experiment

continued in the usual manner. At the conclusion of

the exposure, approximately 100 mm. oxygen was added to

render the reaction mixture insensitive, and the

transmitted intensity again measured with the
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wavelength 3G5 mu. Evacuation and redetermination of

one or "both I0 values, as required- completed the

experiment.

A pressure correction, arising from the volume of

gas contained in the capillary connecting tuts© between

tap Ts and the reaction vessel, was applied to all

reactant gases, with the exception of hydrogen which was

always the final gas added. This correction was such

that the concentration of chlorine in the small reaction

vessel was increased from 48 mm. to a maximum of 50 mm.

on the addition of a second gas. Bade diffusion from

the vessel into the capillary tube would lead to a

gradual reduction in this maximum figure, but, in view

of the short duration of an experiment and the small

diameter of the capillary? such diffusion was considered

to be of minor importance, and the maximum correction

was always applied. The appropriate correction was

made when the initial chlorine pressure was other than

50 mm. In experiments in the large reaction vessel,

this capillary correction was very small and was

therefore neglected.

The quantum efficiency of hydrogen chloride

formation was now calculated as follows. From the

final I and I0 values of the 365 mu transmitted

intensity, the pressure of chlorine at the end of the

exposure is obtained. If Z\{Cla] represents the total

change in chlorine pressure during the experiment, then

2x4MC1s] is the pressure of hydrogen chloride
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produced. The average chlorine pressure during the

run together with the appropriate average I0 value and

corresponding absorption coefficient [according as to

whether the experiment Y/as carried out with 406 mx or

365 mu light] enables the average transmitted light

intensity to be calculated. The value of the average

absorbed light [labs] is thus known in terms of cms.

deflection of the galvanometer scale» and a relative

value for the quantum efficiency of hydrogen chloride

formation is therefore given by

°HCl labs x t

whore t is the time in seconds of the exposure, and K

is a constant. the value of v/hieh is calculated in a

succeeding section. This value for the quantum

efficiency corresponds to the average pressures of the

reactant gases, and accordingly in all the results

tabulated below average pressures and average absorbed

intensities are quoted.

ion actual example of this quantum efficiency

calculation is given in the following. The experiment

was one carried out with the wavelength 406 rau in the

small reaction vessel.

Initial I0 for 406 rau = 30.0 cms.

Initial I0 for 365 rau « 30.0 cms.

Pressure of chlorine added = 48.6 mm.

Transmitted intensity I for 365 mu = 15.65 cms.

Hence loQiQl0/l at chlorine pressure equal to 50 ram. is
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equal to 0.291 fef. 0.293 from graph].

Pressure hydrogen added = 30.8 mm.

Exposure time » 155 sees.

Approximately 100 mm. oxygen were added at the end of

the exposure and tlxe transmitted intensity for 305 nra

again measured. Xt was found to be 18.8 cm.

After evacuation,

Final 10 for 406 niu = 30.15 cms*

Pinal I0 for 365 mu » 29.95 cms.

Since the experiment was carried out in the small

reaction vessel, the capillary error »vas taken as 2.0 mm.,

and therefore the effective initial chlorine concentration

was equal to 50.6 mm.

From X = 13.8 eras, and IG = 29.95 cms., both for 365 irru,

the final chlorine concentration is equal to

50 - p.Q. ORlog ^.v » 34.7 mm.0.291 18.8

She average chlorine concentration is therefore 48.65 mm.,

and the total change in concentration is 15.9 ram.

The average value of I0 for 406 rau = 30,08 cms., the

average chlorine pressure during the experiment is

42.65 mm. , and therefore the average value for the

transmitted intensity I for 406 rim is given by

log = 0,0863.42.65610 ^ ICQ

0.0868 being the value of log I0/X for 406 rau at

chlorine ~ 100 mm.

Hence I - 87.64 cms.

Therefore the average absorbed intensity - 30,08 - 37.64

a 2.44 cans.
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FIG. 6.
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Hence s v _ 2 A f Cla 1 . v

« O'G&r'J K.

Determination ox' Relative Chlorine Absor7>tion

Coefficients.

Coefficients were required for "both the 406 rau

and 365 ma wavelengths for each of the reaction vessels

employed.

With the reaction system evacuated, the shutter 3

was opened and the deflection I0 on the galvanometer

scale noted. A measured pressure of chlorine was then

admitted to the vessel and the new deflection I observed.

This was followed by re-evacuation and re-determination

of the value of 10. The two I0 values rarely differed

by more than l;o, and the mean was used to calculate the

quantity log I0/2. The procedure was repeated several

times for varying chlorine pressures, and a graph

constructed plotting log I0/X against chlorine pressure.

In the case of the small reaction vessel, these

graphs are given in fig. 6, and their adherence to a

straight line through the origin indicates the

essentially monochromatic nature of the radiation

transmitted by the light filters.

The table for fig. 6 is given below:
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405 ran

365 ran

lo I fCla] 10£10io/i
cms. cms. mm.

37.8 34 * 4 56.0 0.0409
37.95 31.9 108.0 0.0754
38.1 28.4 151.0 0.1276
38.25 25.9 203.0 0.1694
38.4 20.6 311. 5 0.2704
37.75 33.2 61.5 0.0559
37.75 29.0 126.5 0.1145
37.75 23.8 232.5 0.2003
37.75 20.7 306.0 0.2609

41 « 4 31.1 22,0 0.1242
38.4 24.2 34.5 0.2005
41.4 23.0 45.5 0.2553
38.9 19.3 50.3 0.3043
41.4 17.2 68.5 0.3315
38.4 14.3 75.2 0.4290
38.9 9.8 102.2 0.5907

Prom the graphs, the value of log, I0/I for the10

. 365 rau wavelength is 0.586, and. for the 406 ran

wavelength is 0.0862, "both at chlorine pressure equal

to 100 ram. Tills gives a ratio of absorption
2 3

coefficients =* 6.30. Von Halban gives this ratio as

6.82. The value 0.0862 for the relative 406 rau

absorption coefficient was used in all experiments

carried out in this reaction vessel, but, as explained

in the previous section, the 365 rau coefficient was

redetermined at chlorine pressure = 50 ram. "before each

experiment, and the value so found employed in the

calculation of the chlorine concentration. Owing to

minor fluctuations of the light source, the 365 rau

coefficient varied by not more than 1% from experiment

to experiment, and the procedure outlined above gave

the most satisfactory results.

In the large reaction vessel, the 365 rau

coefficient was again determined before each experiment,
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a mean value over a number of experiments at chlorine

pressure = 50 mm. being 0.420. Typical figures are

given in the following tables

365 mu

[018]
nin.

lo
cms.

I
cms.

l°g10I0/I for
II. 1 30.7 11.5 0.417
50.7 30.8 11.5 0.422
50.8 29»1 10.9 0 • 4^20
50.5 ,30.35 11.4 0*431

The coefficient at wavelength 406 mu was determined

from a series of observations at chlorine pressure

equal to approximately 150 mm. The figures are given in

the following tables

[Cl8] I0 I log I0/I for fCla] »
rim. cms. cans. 100 mm.

406 rnu 147.3 35.33 23.8 0.1161
161.8 35.3 22.95 0.1160
154.1 35.15 23.2 0.1172
155.4- 35.25 23.2 0.1169

Mean value ~ 0.117.

This gives a ratio of absorption coefficients for the

large vessel = 7.18. For certain experiments in which

high chlorine pressures were used, the wavelength 406 nru

was used for the determination of chlorine

concentrations, and in these cases the coefficient was

redetermined before each experiment. Such values

differed by lees than 0.5$ from the mean value given

above.

Calculation of Absolute ,uantun Efficiencies and

Galloration of Photronic System.

>/ 9 a r pi "ju,->~ W V 1 'a'i • Kwcl labs x t

must be evaluated before the absolute quantum

efficiency is obtained. Having determined the
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constants it is then possible to convert labs from cms.

deflection into quanta per second. Accurate values

for the quantum efficiencies of hydrogen chloride

formation in presence of oxygen have already been

found by Ritchie and Horrlsh , and it was therefore

decided to repeat these experiments in the present

apparatus, and thus determine K from the equation

Oxygen pressures were selected such that the quantum

efficiency of the reaction was independent both of the

surface of the reaction vessel and of the intensity of

labs, in which case, for the same oxygen pressures,

the quantum efficiencies in the present apparatus and

in that of Ritchie and llorrish will be the same* Thin

assumes that the figures of the latter authors were

actually independent of surface conditions,
2 i

confirmation for which was provided by Ritchie , who

found agreement between • experimental and calculated

values of Yh o in these experiments. Further

justification for the assumption is provided by the

fact that in all three investigations the same type of

experimental system was '©alloyed with reaction vessels

of similar sise. The figures of Ritchie and Horrish

were corrected for back reflection of light at the

various surfaces of the optical system, and therefore

the constants calculated below will furnish true

absolute values for both quantum efficiencies and
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absorbed intensities. For the wavelength 406 rati, the

initial pressures In the calibration experiments were

50 ram. chlorine, 50 mm* hydrogen and 10 ram. oxygen, the

quantum efficiency being 560 molecules per quantum}

for the 365 rati wavelength, the corresponding pressures

were 50, 50, 50, and the quantum efficiency 164

molecules per quantum. ,In order to admit accurately

10 ma. oxygen to the reaction mixture, the Bom'don

gauge was calibrated to read pressures directly.

This was done simply by taking several observations of

the pressure of air required to deflect the gauge

pointer through 50 divisions of the telescope eye-piece

scale. In this manner, the gauge was found to have a

sensitivity of 3.4 divisions per ram., and accordingly

for 10 ram. oxygen the pointer deflection was 34

divisions. While it is not strictly correct to assume,

as here, that the sensitivity of the Bourdon gauge did

not change with increasing pressure, such a clxange is

apparent only for large deflections of the gauge

pointer and no correction was necessary in the present

instance. In the following tables is given a

summary of the oxygen experiments carried out in both

reaction vessels. It is known that the change in

oxygen pressure due to water formation is very small
31

in these experiments , and hence the initial [and not

average] oxygen pressure is quoted in the tables.
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Small Reaction Vessel.

36C
1
5 ma

365 mu

405 ran

403 nru

406 rnu

f 11 1i J [01»] [HCl]=A[aJ aOt—i labs. t
mra. ram. mm. mm. cum. sec.

43.45 44.45 13.5 SO. o 13.93 1440
42,8 42*4 15.2 50.5 13.44 1800
42.5 41.7 15.4 50.8 13.01 1300
43.1 42,4 15,2 50.7 12.96 1800

42. 75 42. 75 16*3 51.2 12.91 1800
42.85 S % Oft 15,1 50.7 12.88 1680
43,85 42.65 15.1 51.2 13.0 1680
43 • 3o 42.55 15.7 51.1 13.0 1800

42.95 42.75 15,9 10.0 1.73 4800
42. 85 42.85 15.3 10.0 1.60 4300

42.6 41.9 16.4 10.0 2.4 3540

Xt&v f ;e Reaction Vossol.

44,95 44.45 12.5 10.0 8.7 2130
44.45 44.15 13.1 10.0 3.61 2280
A t O4o. o 43.3 14.4 10.0 3.48 2530

Vxl
1.35
1.26
1.32
1.31

1.40
1.40
1.38
1.34

3.84
3.80

3. 86

3.18
3.18
3. 22

From the dates when the experiments were performed,

it will be seen that the value of K remained

satisfactorily constant. However, in calculating

absolute quantum efficiencies, that particular value

of K corresponding to the date of the actual experiment

was employed.

Being now in a position to calculate absolute

quantum efficiencies, the calibration of the photronlc

cell - galvanometer system is possible. In the
. . p a r q"i 1

equation Y » *-*»i—iLi.g , the constant K is in reality
labs x t

the ratio of two constants K" and K', where K" is the

facto.i" converting A[C13] from ma. pressure in the

given reaction vessel to molecules, and K1 is that

converting labs from cms. deflection to quanta. Since

K is now known, and since K" can easily be calculated

Av. K.

94700

89900

146700

145200

175300
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knowing the volume of the reaction vessel, the value of

K' io readily obtained.

In the following 13 given a detailed example of

this calculation. For a series of experiments in the

large reaction vessel, the following figures were

obtained. The quantity y'in this and subsequent tables

represents the actual quantum efficiency obtained, while

y io the value corrected to hydrogen pressure = 43 mm.

on the assumption, justified later, that the quantum

efficiency is directly proportional to the hydrogen

I pressure.

Large I .caction Vessel. A - 406 rau. K == 173-300.

fHa] fciB] t labs.
Ymm. J71TI. mm. sec. csnc. y

42.0 42.6 17.0 50 3.57 33500 34200
43.0 42.95 15,5 45 3.30 33450 33450
43.1 42.95 15.7 45 3.44 35600 35600
42.4 42,4 16.2 45 3.53 35200 35800

The variations from experiment to experiment are

within the range of the experimental error, and therefore,

averaging, the rate of hydrogen chloride production

is 0.007 mm./sec. at labs. « 3.55 cans., giving an

average quantum efficiency of 34760 molecules/quantum.

Remembering that the volume of the reaction vessel was

173 cc. .and at temperature 25°C, this rate of

production of hydrogen chloride is equivalent to

173 x 0.697 x 275 , .

760 x 298 ce./see., or zo

6.OS x 10aaxJL78 x 0.697 x 275 x / ot H T P
22.4 x 10*7 760 x 293 moxs./sec. ot; u.i.p,,

18
i.e. 4.04 x 3.0 mols./sec.
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Hence the quantum efficiency? viz. 34760 raolo./quantum,
18

is equal to 4.04 x 10 where K1 represents the
3.65 x If

'number of quanta per second which correspond to a

deflection of 1.0 cms. on the galvanometer scale.
13

K' is thus equal to 3.28 x 10 quanta/second, and this

figure was accordingly used in all experiments In this

(reaction vessel for the conversion of absorbed intensities
from cms. deflection, into quanta per second.

In the case of the small, reaction vessel, the

value of K» was determined for "both the 365 im and

405 m wavelengths. The data on which calculations

were based is given in the accompanying two tables.

Small Ueaction Vessel. X ~ 365 rau. K ~ 94700.

fns] fci8] jHCj] = A[ciJ t T oTvo .JLc-b *«.» ).-> • v.<

mm. HKU mm. SCO. Y Y
42.05 40.95 20 14.35 12190 12390
43.00 42.4 14.8 17 14.32 11540 11540
43.35 42.45 15.9 13 14.16 11330 11630

A = 406 mu. K = 146700 •

44.20 42.55 14.9 180 1.79 13570 13200
42.35 42.75 16.5 200 1.94 12340 12510
42.05 42.25 16.5 200 1.87 12960 13270
42.4 42.3 15.8 200 1.80 12870 13070
42.45 41.65 16.3 200 1.05 12820 13100
43.5 43.3 15.0 190 1.82 18760 12600

For the wavelength 365 nra, an average dKpl - 1.78 ram. /sec.

11850
dt

at labs ss 14.28 cms. with quantum efficiency
IS

gives IV = 10*74 x 3.0 quanta/soc.; corresponding

figures for the 406 nu wavelength are <11101 = 0.1628 mm./sec.,
dt

labs = 1.845 cms., Y - 18990, giving TV - 5.93 x 10

quanta per second.

At a later date, higher light intensities were

ia
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obtained using a plain instead of a pearl Osira lamp,

and the calibration of the photronic cell - galvanometer

system (for the small reaction vessel] was repeated.

Calculations were performed from the following data.

Small Reaction Vessel. 406 inu, K = 145200. 365 niu, K ** 89900.

[Ha] [01,J H=a[ciJ t labs.
A ram. r.m ran cec. gas. & Y

365 imi 43.0 42.5 15.75 18 13.05 12040 12040
406 mu 43.0 42.8 15.3 155 2.25 12770 12770

The two values of K* for the 360 ran and 406 ma

12

Wavelengths respectively are confuted to be 11.4 x 10

quanta/see. and 7.02 x 10 guanta/sec. It will be

seen that these figures agree well with those obtained

previously. Just as in the case of the constant 2£,

that particular value of K* corresponding to the date

of the actual experiment was employed in the

calculation of absolute Intensities in quanta per

second.
]

Results.

The experimental results are recorded In the set of

tables and accompanying graphs given below. As pointed

out previously, the quantum efficiencies, pressures and

absorbed intensities quoted are the average values for

the experiment, and at the head of each table is given

the reaction vessel [whether large or email! and the

wavelength with which the experiment was performed,

together with the appropriate values of K and K* [where

necessary]. Corresponding with the results recorded

in the last section, the quantity Y'is the actual
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quantum efficiency obtained, and y the quantum

efficiency corrected to hydrogen pressure = 45 mm.

For this correction, the assumption is made that the

quantum efficiency is directly proportional to the

hydrogen pressure, and the ,-Justification for this is

immediately evident from table l and graph 1, which

give the variation of quantum efficiency with hydrogen

pressure. In the latter table of course, values for y'
I alone are given.
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9ATA" 1. Variation of Y with IL procure.

Small Reaction Vessel. A = 406 ran. K « 146700.
12

FA = 6.03 x 10 quanta/oec.

[Ha] [Clal [HC!] = A[ci2J t labs. v'
mm* mm. mm. sec. y

42.3 42.8 IS. 4 230 **?3iJt» y isitfo
41.9 4-1.9 17.0 330 1.61 14100
93.0 42.4 15.8 100 1.67 27700

389.05 41.45 17.3 50 . 1.63 62300
379.2 42.4 15.3 50 1.65 90200
595.4 42.7 16.4 27 1.53 109300
506,35 43,55 16.3 33 1.67 124600
570.25 41.85 18,7 24 1.66 137900

GRAPH 1.
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T-'JTLE 2- Variation of y v/lth labs.
Small Reaction Vessel.

A = 406 Ml*. K = 146700 , IV * 6.93 x
12

10 quanta/sec.

A= 365 mu: K O 94700, K* =3 10.74 x
12 .

10 ouanta/seo.

fHa ] fOla] [hci]=4cu] t Ia"bs* Ia3GxlOU
V/ '

mm. mm. am* sec. cms. cfuanta. y
43.0 42.4 15.2 17 14.28 103,4 11830
43.0 42.5 15.75 18 13.05 149.0 1204-0
43.7 43.7 14.6 32 7,3 78.5 11830
43.1 41.4 16.6 110 2.365 25.4 12180
43.2 43.4 13.6 100 1.993 21.4 12870
44.6 43.2 14.2 120 1.662 17.85 13530
43.0 42*8 15.3 155 2.25 15.8 12770
42.8 42.7 15.4 210 1.56 10.85 13300
43.4 42.7 15.4 270 0.753 8.10 14390
42.7 42.0 17.2 420 0.760 5.29 15830
41.45 41.85 17.9 540 0.406 4.36 15420
43.05 42.05 16.3 590 0.467 3.25 17300
42.9 42.2 16.2 840 0.205 2.2 17800
43.45 42.95 14.9 990 0.212 1.47 20800
42.9 41.6 16.6 1800 0.123 0.855 22000
43.05 42.05 15.9 3900 0.044 0.306 27300

* K«= 8<?<?0O, K' = //•■! x lO'2
GRAPH 3. f K ~ fcSZOO, K'- 7 02*/o'2

Iabs.M 10" Quanta per Sec. ♦
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TAHLS 3, Variation of ^ with !T;;, -n reranre.

Small Reaction Vessel. A - 365 ran. K = 89900.
12

K* - 11.4 x 10 quanta/sec.

r h2 i
nun.

fciaT
.nm.

[hc\\=a[c\2~]
mm.

rN3]
ram.

labs,
cms.

JU
If

sec# Y
43.3 43.2 15.2 - 12.01 oo&<o 10330 10340
43.85 42.95 15.7 - 12.1 22 10600 #0430
42.5 42.9 15.6 *. 12.38 81 10790 10970
43.6 42.6 14.8 54.3 12.2 21 10430 10240
43.3 41.5 16,4 105.0 12.05 23 10600 10510
42.95 42.55 16,3 203.7 12.55 28 8340 8340
43.1 43.0 15.6 204.4 13.29 28 3150 8150
42.15 40.95 17.1 304.3 11.93 40 6430 6570
42.95 40.25 15.3 407.9 11.55 48 4960 4960

A - 406 mil. K = 145200. K' = 7.02 x 10 quanta/see.

43.4 42.8 16.0 mm 2.26 160 12880 12770
43.05 43.05 15.7 - 2.26 155 13030 13030
42.95 43.15 15.1 - 2.25 155 12610 12610
43.15 42.55 16.7 73.7 2.24 150 14490 14410
43.65 43.15 14.7 154.0 2.29 120 15560 15270
43.35 42.35 15.5 255.7 2.25 150 13350 13270
42.95 41.05 15.9 351.7 2.14 210 10290 10290
42. 35 41.05 16.7 404.1 2.39 225 9050 9160

GRAPH 5.
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TABLff. 4. Variation of Y with HOI nperrure.

Snail Reaction Vessel. X = 365 mu. K » 89900.
is

K' = 11.4 x 10 quanta/sec.
Total

[Hal f CI2 ] zYcia] rHCl] [ HC1] t labs.
r Ymm. mm. mm. mm. ram. sec. cms.

43.1 43.1 15.0 — 15.0 17 13.03 12130 1.2130
42.85 42.35 16.3 55.2 71.5 30 13.43 7280 7310
44.0 43.0 14.6 107.8 122.4 38 13.59 5080 4970
42.3 41.6 17.6 106.2 123.8 45 12.99 5410 5500
43.4 43.3 14.6 211.8 226.4 80 13.57 2415 2390
4-3.6 43.5 15.0 298.2 313.2 135 13.37 1491 1473
44.75 45.05 11.7 398.6 410.3 150 14.17 989 954
44.7 44.9 12.6 421.8 434.4 120 13.34 1411 1358

A = 406 ran. K = 145300. K' « 7.02 x 10 quanta/sec.

41.0
42.75
44.25
43.55
4-4.35
40.75
40.45
43.7

41.3
42.35
42.85
43.25
44.05
39.75
38.95
41.8

16.8
16.9
13.9
14.5
13.5
21.1
21.3
15.2

49.4-
101.6
201.8
253.4
336.8
337.2
406.0

13.8
66.3

115.5
216.3
266.9
357.9
358.5
421.2

155
180
180
225
240
500
500
345

2.37
2.45
2.42
2.48
2.54
2.25
2.24
2.43

13300
11140

9290
7550
6440
5460
5520
5270

13940
11230

9050
7480
6250
5780
5875
5190

Variation of Ywith A pressure.

Snail Reaction Vessel. A = 365 rmi. K = 89900.
12

K' = 11.4 x 10 quanta/sec.

fHa]
ram.

fci3]
ram.

[HCi]=A[cu]
ram.

fa]
mm.

t
sec.

labs*
cms. y" y

43.1 43.1 15.0 - 17 13.03 12130 12130
42.65 4-2.35 16.7 53.0 18 13.09 12770 12840
43.1 42.5 16.4 154.9 18 12.94 12690 12690
42.15 41.55 18.5 207.4 21 13.1 12130 12400
42.65 42.35 16.7 306.7 23 13.02 10070 10170
43.1 42.7 16.0 407.2 28 13.04 7880 7880

A = 406 rau. K = 145200. K' = 7.02 x 10*3 quanta/sec.

42.3 42.6 16. 2 155 2.33 13050 13260
43.65 43.15 15.5 73.2 120 2.39 15700 15410
43.3 42.9 15.8 152.7 120 2.35 16290 16140
4-3.6 43.1 15.2 254.1 120 2.40 15420 15270
43.25 42.35 16.3 354.2 150 2.39 13210 13130
41.3 41.7 18.6 393.7 190 2.38 11950 12450
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TABLE 5. Variation of / with Cl-a pressure.

Small Reaction Vessel. A- 406 mu. K = 145200.

K' =

i2
7.02 x 10 quanta/sec.

fHg 1 fci3] [HCI]-A[CIJ t labs.
/ \S

ram. ram. mrn .

liiiiim sec cms. Y
43.0 IK PJLkJ m 7.4 270 0.84- 9510 9510
43.4 30.7 10.0 165 1.66 11480 11370
43.3 42.6 16.2 155 2.33 13050 13260
43.9 67.4 27.0 180 3.53 12390 12390
46.15 86.55 87.1 135 4.66 12530 11680
43. 2 93.3 16.2 73 5.00 12100 12000
43.8 102.0 30.2 180 5.12 12060 11830

TABLE 6. Variation of With labs.

Large Reaction Vessel. A =s 406 mu. K = 175300 •

K' « 3. 28 x
as .

10 nuanta/sec.

fH2 ] fCla] [h cij= a[cuJ t labs.
-13

IabsxlO \y' \y
mm. mm. mm. sec. cms. quanta. Y Y

43.0 42.95 15.5 45 3.60 11.8 33450 33450
42.0 42.6 17.0 50 3.57 11.7 33400 34200
43.1 42.95 15.7 45 3.44 11.28 35600 35600
43.5 42.95 lo. 1 62 2.49 8.17 34350 34000
43.3 43.2 15.2 62 2.41 7.9 35750 35400
43.4 43.05 15.1 95 1.7 5.58 32900 32400
43.4 43.2 15.0 95 1.67 5.48 33200 32800
43.0 42.6 15.8 155 1.04 3.41 34400 34400
43.7 43.7 14.2 280 0.495 1.623 36000 35400
43.1 42.7 16.2 520 0.274 0.899 40000 40000
43.1 42.85 15.7

\

780 0,152 0.498 46600 4Q600

TABLE 7. Variation of Y with Glo -pressure.

Large Reaction Vessel. A = 406 ran. K = 175300 .

K' = 3. 28 x
13

10 quanta/sec.

f H» ] T 01a 1 [Haj-AjciJ t labs.
-13

labsxlO )

Y
\ /

mm. mm. mm. sec. cms. ouanta. y
42.25 15.75 8.7 75 1.41 4.62 28850 29450
43.15 30.25 10.1 40 2.62 8.59 33800 33650
42.4 42.4 16.2 45 3.58 11.73 35300 35800
43.2 67.2 27.0 45 5.32 17.45 39550 39450
44.85 103.7 34.1 130 2.612 8.56 35300 33850
66.9 204.6 71.1 200 4.484 14.7 27800 17880

107.6 308.9 91.7 420 2.544 8.35 30100 12070
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rHa]
ram.

41.8
42.6
43.1
42.7

TABLE

[Large

j8. Variation of with HC1 •nressure.

Reaction Vessel. A - 406 ran. K = 175300.
ia

f Ha ] [C181 AfCls]
ram. nan. lira.

42.4 42.4 16.2
43.45 44.35 13.9
44.45 45.25 13.3
42.6 42 * 4 16.4
43.85 44 • 95 14.3

K* =

[ HC11
■ ram.

48.2
139.0
190.8
235 • 6

3.28 x 10
Total
f HC1!

mm.
Ift oO*

62.1
152.3
207.2
249.9

t
sec.

quanta/sec.

labs.

50
75

110
150

cms.
J7&§
3.47
3.51
3.41
3.51

XL
35300
28100
17730
15370

9530

XL
35800
27850
17180
15480

9350

TABLE 9. Variation of Y with labs in presence of 200 mm. HG1.

Large Reaction Vessel. A = 406 niu. K = 175300.
13 .

3.28 x 10 quanta/sec.K"

Tela]
.6

42.4
43.6
42.65

Arcia]
mm.

FH01]
ram.

Total
[HOI]
mm.

t
sec*

labs
eras.

Ia"bsxld'J
quanta Y

17.8 191.4 209.2 125 3.38 11.09 14300
16.4 190.8 207.2 110 3.41 11.2 15370
15.8 189.8 205.6 145 2. 3o 7.74 16200
15.3 191.4 206.7 220 1.63 5.34 15000

r
15200
15480
16190
15030
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kg. _ or ime-ntal 61.: ct.- i: ton.

Before proceeding to a diecubsion of the kinetics

of the photoreactlon "between hydrogen and chlorine, it

will "be convenient to consider "briefly some purely

experimental aspects of the work.

Throughout the investigation, much use was made of
4

observations of the Draper effect • This slight

pressure increase, having its origin in the heat of the

reaction is recognised to "be intimately connected with
25

the velocity of the reaction . The magnitude and

promptness of the effect in any experiment is therefore

of great value in indicating the presence or absence

of traces of inhibitors. For a reference experiment

in the small reaction vessel, with initial hydrogen

and chlorine pressures both equal to 50 mm.,
13

wavelength 365 rau and labs = 153 x 10 quanta per

second, an immediate pressure increase of 2.06 mm. was

observed on illumination provided the system was free

from inhibitors. A similar experiment in the large
13

reaction vessel, wavelength 406 rnu and labs = 11.5 x 10

quanta per second, had an attendant Draper effect of

2.35 mm. Almost invariably, repeated observations of

the effect resulted in the ultimate attainment of these

values, and no series of experiments was undertaken

until this state had been realised. Complete

induction periods were observed on only one occasion

when a mercury diffusion pump was used in conjunction

with the oil pump to evacuate the apparatus. The
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cause of the induction wan traced to the hack

diffusion of mercury vapour into the reaction vessel in

spite of a protecting liquid oxygen trap. The use of

the diffusion pump was therefore discontinued and it

was essential that the mercury manometers and MacLeod

gauge should "be Isolated from the reaction system

whenever possible.

The use of taps lubricated with Apieson L grease

caused some difficulty initially# owing to the

stiffening of the grease on exposure to chlorine.

However by working in subdued artificial light# this

stiffening effect was considerably reduced, e.g. during

the period when experiments were carried out daily, the

time interval between the regreaslng of the tap to the

reaction vessel was increased to approximately 3 weeks.

The regreasing of a tap on the reaction system# e.g.

tap T2 in fig* 1# always resulted in low Draper effects,

but, after several observations of the effect, the

maximum value was again realised, indicating that the

inhibitors had been cleared up and that the fresh tap

grease had reached a stable state*

As will be evident from the tables in the previous

section, results showed good reproducibility, and no

sensible difference in quantum efficiencies could be

detected \¥ith the various samples of gases used.

Direct proportionality between the quantum efficiency

and the hydrogen pressure up to a pressure of 300 ram.

confirms the absence of oxygen in this gas, and in the

ease of chlorine three distillations gave the maximum
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degree of purity no indicated "by the quantum efficiency.

The concentration of oxygen in nitrogen and argon as

purified "by means of a molten, sodium trap has "been
36

estimated at no more than one or two parts per million •

There was evident hoe/ever, a alight increase [approx.

1S;^3 in quantum efficiencies in the initial stages of

the research. An early set of results giving the

variation in quantum efficiency with nitrogen pressure

[wavelength 365 ran] illustrates the extent of this

Increase: a reference quantum efficiency in this table

is 10500, a figure which rose to 12130 in later results.

Concurrent with this increase was the development on the

surface of the reaction vessel of a "bloom", which is

attributed to the action of chlorine. While the film

on the vessel walls was distinctly evident, it was not

of sufficient density to cause an apparent fall in the

intensity of transmitted light as measured by the

deflection of the galvanometer. Accordingly the

higher quantum efficiencies are not attributed to lower

values of labs [cf. formula on page 23]. This bloom

was of a friable nature and was removed at the

conclusion of the investigation by means of fine sand,

consequent upon which was a considerable fall - 50% -

in quantum efficiencies. These observations support

the view that the bloom covered surface, as compared

with a clean surface, was much less efficient in

promoting the recombination of chain carriers.

The arrangement of the light beam in all experiments
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with hoth reaction vessels mis such that practically the

whole of the vessel was illuminated, thus obviating the

possibility of diffusion between illuminated and non-

illuminated parts of the reaction mixture. It is

evident from the spectro-photograph Ho. 1 that the two

radiations employed, 335 mu and 406 mil, were

essentially monochromatic. As indicated above, a

strictly linear relationship between logiQI0/I and
chlorine pressure was observed in the case of each

wavelength, and therefore the small amount of other

radiations present [436 rau and 336 ran] can be regarded

as unimportant.
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Mention lias already "been made of the fact that

results were not at all times perfectly reproducible,

and more especially so when the apparatus had been

dismantled and the reaction vessel internally cleaned.

This has been attributed to surface factors involving

the removal of chain carriers; perhaps the best example

of such "disturbance" was the greatly decreased quantum

efficiency observed when the slight wall opaqueness,

evident after a considerable number of experiments, was

removed. In general, however, constant results for

given conditions of concentration and light intensity

were obtained after repeated experiments, and, once

obtained, could be reproduced with an error of only 2 or

5f/jt provided no further disturbance of the apparatus was

involved. The quantum efficiencies recorded in the

preceding tables all refer to such stationary conditions

and are therefore directly comparable, with perhaps the

one exception of the quantum efficiency - nitrogen curve

at high labs of graph 3 [see table 3]; the initial

value for [Ns ] = 0 is some 12^4 less than the

corresponding points in the argon and the hydrogen

chloride series. All points on this Ns curve were at

the time reproducible within the limits of the other
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experimental errors.

Study of the variation of labs has been

accomplished by making use of light of two wavelengths,

such a procedure being necessary because of the

absorption coefficients concerned and the method of

calculating the rates of reaction. For this purpose

it has been assumed that the quantum efficiency is here

independent of the wavelength; for the small change

involved [365 - 406 ran], it is unlikely that any

appreciable error results from such an assumption.
a?

Ritchie and Norrish found in fact that efficiencies

obtained by a technique similar to that used here were
i

only b% less at 406 mu, than those at 355 mu; this

difference may be due entirely to experimental error.

Accordingly it is believed the present recruits for the

500-fold variation of labs investigated may be

justifiably considered on a common basis.

It will be observed that the absolute magnitudes

of the efficiencies have been estimated by comparison

with the results of Norrish and Ritchie for oxygen-rich

mixtures . Such a comparison can be justified only

if surface action is absent or is the same for both

systems, and if the efficiency is independent of the

amount of light absorbed. Actually the same general

technique is involved, with transparent silica vessels

subjected to similar treatment; while some objection

is possible by reason of the fact that somewhat larger

vessels were here used, a similar procedure applied to
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quantum efficiencies of water formation in a glass

vessel gave results in good agreement with, theoretical

values, this indicating that in such oxygen-rich

mixtures surface effects are inappreciable. Similarly,

in oxygen-rich mixtures, it is an accepted fact that the

efficiency here is independent of the light absorbed.

While, therefore, relative efficiencies are sufficient

for the following analysis of the present results, it is

believed that the absolute values are not far from the

magnitudes quoted.

The main trends which are indicated by the data of

the previous tables, and which must be accounted for by

any scheme of reaction mechanism are then

fa] the decrease in quantum efficiency to a constant

value independent of labs as labs is increased 'table 2,

graph 2],

[b] the increase in quantum efficiency as the Chlorine

concentration is increased, this being succeeded by a

fall in efficiency at higher chlorine pressures

[tables 5 and 7, graph 7],

[c] the initial increases in quantum efficiency as

argon and nitrogen are added [tables 3 and 4, graphs 3

and 4],

[d] the decreases in quantum efficiency at higher

pressures of argon and nitrogen, and also with

increasing pressure of hydrogen chloride [tables 3 and

4, graphs 3 and 4].

Further, if the relation between the rate of
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reaction and the light absorbed, other factors

remaining constant. Is given "by

dHCl
dt

k labsn

coct>arieon of efficiencies [ dHCl / label at
~at~ /

corresponding? pressures of argon, nitrogen and

hydrogen chloride, leads to the following calculated

values of n» [Sable 10].
TABLE 10.

[A]
[Jabs

Yhci ia

1 [labs
Yhci 12

mm* * 149x10 a 16.7x10 1 n

0 12100 13300 0."§6
100 12900 15800 0.91
200 12200 16000 0.88
300 10300 14400 0*85
400 8200 12500 0.81

[s» 1
[ labs

Vhci xq

] [ labs
12 „

-

ran* st 139x10 a 15.9x10 1 n
0 10500 12900 0. 90

100 10100 14700 0*83
200 8400 14500 0.75
300 6500 11900 0.73
400 4800 9100 0.70

[HC1]
f labs

Yhci ia

3 [labs
^Ha is _

mm* = 153x10 a 16.8x10 1 £
15 12100 13800 0*94

100 6300 9700 0*80
200 3000 7300 0.60
300 1600 6200 0*49
400 1400 5600 0*375

To the trends [a]. fb], [c] and [d] above we

therefore add [e]: the change in index n to smaller

values as argon, nitrogen and hydrogen chloride are added.

It would appear that apart from the C2S mechanism

later discussed in detail, there are two main ways in

which results may be considered. First, the

combination of hydrogen and chlorine is attended by the
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production of a considerable quantity of heat:

Hs + Cla — 2HC1 4- 44000 cals.

Thus, if the rate of the reaction be large, as it is in

these photo-experiments, convection effects may play an

important part. It is for example possible that an

increased labs will cause considerably increased

convection by reason of the greater heat evolution,

such increased convection tending to increase surface

removal of chain carriers with a consequent decrease in

quantum efficiency in the sense shown by graph 2, The

change in index here, from values much less than one to

a value of unity at hi^i labs, Y/ould on this basis be

due to the removal of all chain carriers by the walls,

the quantum efficiency being now independent of labs.

Evidence for a similar mechanism has been given for the
30

reaction between illuminated bromine and acetylene .

The decrease at high chlorine concentrations might be

accounted for in a similar way. On the other hand,

increase in the hydrogen chloride concentration for the

conditions of high labs causes a marked decrease in

efficiency [graph 4], for conditions where all chain

carriers are already presumably removed by surface

action; neither increased convection nor altered

catalytic activity of the surface itself could reduce

the rate further, and the hydrogen chloride added must

therefore be involved in some reaction in the gas phase.

The only chemical reaction, which can be of importance

in this connection, is the removal of chlorine atoms by
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the triple collision formation of 01a molecules? if

this be admitted} then not only chlorine itself but

nitrogen and argon also must act in a similar manner,

and produce retardations of the main rate of reaction*

which will depend on their collision efficiencies as

third bodies in the Cl8 stabilisation- and v/hich will

increase with the pressure of these added gases.

In support of these conclusions- there is reason

to believe* from thermal conductivity measurements
so

incidental to the Budde effect experiments in chlorine ,

that convection effects should be approximately

independent of the nature of the added gases* argon,

nitrogen and hydrogen chloride. The thermal

conductivity of a gas, by kinetic theory, is independent

of the pressure of such gas, where pressures arc not too

small in comparison with the sise of the containing

vessel. However," actual measurement of relative

conductivities by means of a heated wire suspended in

the reaction vessel showed discrepancies, attributed to

convection, which increased with increasing pressure,

but which were the same for like pressures of ©11 the

added gases, argon, nitrogen and hydrogen chloride.

Similarly, in the bromine-acetylene reaction referred

to, the increase in rate observed was more or less

independent of the nature of the added gas. The only

other physical effect which such gases could have here

in the hydrogen-chlorine photocombination, is the

prevention of diffusion of chain carriers to the walls
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at high pressures. Calculation shows, however, [see

later p. ] that for corresponding pressures the rates

of diffusion of chlorine atoms, though decreasing at

higher pressures, are approximately the some for

corresponding gas mixtureb. This applies also to the

diffusion of Gl0 coniplexes. The marked differences in

the quantum efficiencies observed cannot therefore be

due to convection. Similarly, if diffusion and

convection have the same effects respectively at given

pressures of different added gases, the different

changes in index, which have been recorded, must be due

to some other cause. If convection were predominant,

we should expect the effects of the different gases to

be the same. The marked differences in both rates and

indices which are observed are therefore taken as

indicating that the part played by convection is a

minor one. while the possibility of convection effects

must be admitted, it would appear that the experimental

results above cannot be adequately explained solely on

ouch a basis.

As an alternative, possible effects of oxygen and

other inhibitors may be considered. For the

experimental conditions of the preceding tables,

results were reproducible, Draper effects being sharp

and immediate. The latter, considered in conjunction

with the high quantum efficiencies, suggests that the

presence of accidental inhibitors was unlikely. The

care taken in the preparation of hydrogen and the added
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gases, "by the use of liquid air and sodium traps etc.,

tras such as to render the amount of oxygen present

extremely small, particularly in the cases of argon,

nitrogen and hydrogen. It has already been recognised

that the retarding effect of oxygen may be due to the

removal of hydrogen and chlorine atoms. Hie reaction

with hydrogen atoms is almost certainly a triple

collision process, in which the efficiency of hydrogen
21

as a third partner has been shown to be greater than

for argon or nitrogen, although less than for hydrogen

chloride. Hence, if the retardation in the presence of

nitrogen and argon is due to such a reaction, the oxygen

being introduced with the chlorine, a greater retardation

for otherwise similar conditions should be apparent on

the addition of hydrogen. Experiment shows [table 1],

however, that the rate is directly proportional to [Ha]

up to pressures of 300 mm*, the divergence frco

linearity at the highest pressure [600 im» ] being only

of the order 22/1, In the case of removal of chlorine

atoms by oxygen, which iaay also require a triple

collision, it has also been shown * that, for [Hs]/[Cla]
ratios equal to or greater than unity, retardation of

the main action by oxygen takes place predominantly by

removal of hydrogen atoms. "he effect of chlorine atom

removal in this way is then negligible, and it is

therefore regarded as unlikely that the retardations

here in question are due to this cause. It has not

been possible to find any expression involving such
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effects of oxygen whi ah ie in agreement with the data,

and it would appeal' that the experimental results

cannot "be explained solely on this "basis*

It may "be here remarked that values of the index

n less than 0» 5 have "been reported for certain
39

conditions by Allmand and co-workers , "but were

attributed by these authors to {diffusion of chain

carriers from illuminated into dark portions of the

reaction mixture, In the present experiments, the

light beam was so arranged as to bo as uniform as

possible, and to occupy as much as possible of the

reaction vessel volume without actually illuminating

the walls parallel to the beam. The low n values

obtained are therefore not considered as arising in

in this way,

To the already established initiation and

propagation of reaction chains

Clg ' * C-i. + 01 »,««.«»»»«£lj »• •»

01 + Hg * HOI + H kg

H + Gls —* HCl + 01 ..[3] .....kg,

we therefore add the chain-breaking processes

01 + 01# + M -» CI# + M [4] k*

Gig + M —* Gig + 01 + M *.•[5] «• «kg

01# + 013 SClg ..*..[0] 1%

01 —» surface . • S4

CI# —* surface • ,3#

Here 84 and S# are respectively the rates at which

chlorine atoms and Cls radicals reach the walls and
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are removed. In the moat general case, S4 and Ss will

contain factors dependent on diffusion? convection, and

the nature of the mil Itself* Other chain ending

reactions are possible? hut the conplexity which they

introduce makes it desirable to consider the above

scheme first to find out in what respects and to what
' ' I

erfcent it fails to account for the results of experiment.

The argument is conveniently presented in the following

order.

In the stationary state? the following equations

holds -

&LSll a kjlabs - IZq f CllfHa ] * k^[H][01a.] - k*[Cl]{ClE ]fM]
O X»

* ks f ?l] f Cl3 ] - Si [01] a 0

aftl = - k,[H][Cl0l = 0
ut#

&MaJ. = k*fcij[ci3Km] - i^[m][ci3] - Kq[oia]s- s2fci3] = o
dt

Kos.diml . ^,roi]f%] ♦ Jc,rn]fcia] = ss.rH.irtn],
uy

an? Yhci . aaalAa^.
Hence Xc;Itibs m d{H0lJ/dt * ^:3 fH3 ]!"C1]?

or [CI] s Xa'labs/21c2fH33.
Putting P. • ic*[aia }fM], X m labs and y » ym » V-T® iaay

eliminate foi] and r0131 and obtain

nsya - pxy + gy + rs: =» E ........... f I]?

where n = fP. * S4 ]2/[^ki [H3 ]]s , p » k- [R + St l/ic3 fH21.
q a + fH + Si}82]/sk0ksfHa], r = k*8?
K = kike [M] [ke f fi] + H2 ]/% .
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Neglecting for the moment the qy torn, the

remaining terms can he written in the form

ny3 - py - [K/x - r] » 0,

whence jr = _g|i + - l\ fXI]

OP fill]

Since any of the gases of the system may play the

part of a stabilising third body in reaction [4],
K [= k*r M]r Clo ] ] mint be replaced by [ Cla ] [hi'1 [Cl2 ] + [M]],
where M may be nitrogen, argon, hydrogen chloride or

hydrogen, each with its appropriate value of lc&M.
Similarly 1% f II1 is to be replaced by [kg'1 rCl3 ] + kgM [M]].

In considering the experimental trends [a] - [e] in

relation to this equation [III], it is to be remembered

that the St and 8a terms are conpcsite and may contain

convection and surface efficiency as well as diffusion

factors. If diffusion be the chief factor concerned,

Sj, and Ss will decrease as the pressure Increases.

Calculation shows [see p. &A] that an increase In fliCl],

[A], or [Na] from zero to 400 run. for fCla ] w [Hs] = 43 mm,

[HGl] = 15 mm., decreases the rates of diffusion to

roughly one fifth of their former values* On this

basis of Sj. and 3a as determined solely by diffusion, it

may be shown that with one exception equation [III]

includes the general trends above noted.

As labs increases, S4 and Sg will remain constant,

and, for constant pressures of reactsnts, the quantum

efficiency will decrease to a constant value as in
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graph 2* Under such high labs conditions# addition of#

say» argon will mean a diminished flow of chlorine atoms

to the wall "by diffusion# Sa will decrease and the

quantum efficiency will tend to rise. This rise will

however be succeeded by a decrease by reason of the

increase of E [ s [Cla [Cl3 ] + h*A [A]|, and a

maximum may thus appear at an intermediate pressure#

This ie evident in the argon curves of graph 4. The

existence of such a maximum will be dependent on the

relative triple collision coefficients in relation to

si« As will be shown later, the rates of diffusion of ■

atoms to the wall are approximately the same for the

same pressures of argon, nitrogen and hydrogen chloride.

If the surface conditions remain as before# the relative

triple collision efficiencies are from inspection of

graphs 5 and 4# in the order HC1 > lf2 > A. This is

then in agreement with relative efficiencies quoted for

other stabilising triple collisions# for exan^le, in

the HOa formation, the efficiencies are respectively
31

9 » 1•o5 si •

A maximum in the quantum efficiency will be

observed similarly at an intermediate pressure of

chlorine. In the case of hydrogen, increase of

hydrogen pressure in a mixture which includes 43 mm. of

chlorine will not appreciably alter the rate of diffusion

of atoms to the wall: the change in S4 will be small.

If hydrogen can act as a stabilising third molecule#

comparison with other triple collisions suggests that
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such an effect will also "be small, on the 1*6016 that

such a collision efficiency Is largely determined "by
33

molecular weight . The quantum efficiency is thus

proportional to the hydrogen pressure Ftable l] as

indicated "by the formula. The slight departure from

linearity at the higher hydrogen pressures is in the

direction that suggests a small triple collision

efficiency, its effect overcoming the expected small

rise arising from decreased diffusion.

On the addition of further "inert" gas M, "by

reason of the now increasing importance of the labs

term of the expression, the quantum efficiency will tend

to "become independent of the pressure and. nature of the

added gas. This state of affairs will "be reached most

quickly "by the gas of the highest triple collision

efficiencies k* and !%. Such a tendency is evident in

the YhcF byclrogen chloride curves. At the same time,
the quantiua efficiencies will "become more and more

dependent on /lobs* If and Sg "become vanlshingly

small, the rate of formation of hydrogen chloride at

high values of II will become proportional to the square

root of labs. The approach to an index n value of 0*5

will thus be most rapid for gases of high k" efficiency*

If, as is probable, efficiencies for reaction [5] are

in the same order as in reaction [4], argon will show

the least approach to n =» 0*5, which is in agreement

with the calculated values of table 10.

Further examination of the formula shows, however,
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that wiille the trends [a] to [e] above may thus "be

generally accounted for* there is one feature which

cannot "be so Included. The minimum value of n to he

obtained "by the formula is 0*50, and this is in

disagreement with the value 0.375 recorded for 400 mm

hydrogen chloride. The assumption that the nature of

the vessel surface is considerably different at 400 ma*

from that at 15 mm*, by reason of hydrogen chloride

adsorption, cannot yield a value less than 0.50, since

comparison is made of results at 400 ram. hydrogen

chloride at the two intensities. To account for the

figure 0.375 by formula [III3# S* would need to be much

greater for the high labs conditions? in other words,

we would require here the effect of convection to

explain it.

Neglecting this divergence for the present, we may

enquire if the other results can be numerically

accounted for by the formula. The variation of YHa
with labs is most suitable in this respect because all

the other parameters, including B± and Sg, are constant,

if convection effects are negligible. Formula [III]

then reduces to

Yici 88 a[l *t* ty^/Xcibs ] .......... [ IV ],
r;3ien a = .and fc . ["V1 + S.A.M.

mi. s./t;} /is,
Calculation then applied to the experimental results for

the smaller reaction vessel [cf, table 2] shows that

agreement between calculated and experimental values is
6

very satisfactory, if a a 11120 and b a 0.91 x 10 , labs
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"being expressed as the total quanta absorbed per second.

Results are given in table 11.

TARLB 11. Small reaction vessel? volume = SI.3 cc.

rev] = 42 mm. f Hh ] w 43 mm. [HC1] = 15 rara.

a « 11120, b a 0.91 X
s

10 .

x labsxlO13
nra. quanta/sec. Vcalc. VQjZO » Vcalc/
365 153.4 11940 11830 1.01
365 149.0 11950 12040 0.99
365 78.5 12280 11640 1,05
365 25.4 13130 12120 1.08
365 21.4 13300 12800 1.04
365 17.85 13500 13050 1.04
406 15.8 13650 12770 1.07
406 10,85 14180 13880 1.02
365 8.10 14700 14240 1,03
406 5.29 15000 15960 0.97
365 4,36 15970 16000 1,00
406 3.25 16730 17500 0.97
365 2.2 17940 17830 1.00
406 1.47 19470 30600 0.95
406 0,855 22100 22050 1.00
406 0.306 29450 27300 1.08

It will be observed that the variation in labs is

of the order 500 to 1; over this range the maximum

divergence is 8$ and the mean deviation 10$, which latter

is well within the ordinary experimental error. No

other expression has been found to give anything like

such agreement, and it is therefore concluded that the

neglect of the qy term in the -eneral equation [I] and

the treatment of S4 and Sa as constant are for these

conditions justified.

It is then to be expected that a formula of

similar type should apply to the parallel series of

results for the larger reaction vessel ftable 6]. The

vessels were of similar shape; if the walls have

similar efficiencies of removal of chain carriers as
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"before, it should be expected, that for the same

concentrations of reactants, both SA and Sa will be

smaller in the large vessel} &, should be correspondingly

larger and b correspondingly smaller. Experimental

results are in fact satisfactorily represented by
_ 6

formula [IV], with q ~ 31600 and b = 0.80x10 as shewn

in table 12, where again labs is expressed as total

quanta absorbed per second.

TABLE 12. Large reaction vessel, volume » 178 ec.
.

[01a ] = [Ha 3 » 43 ram. [HGl] = 15 ran. A « 406 ran.

a » 31600, b « 0.80 x 10 •

-is
labsxlO

cruanta/sec. Ycalc. Vex^>. Vcalc/
118,0 33950 33450 1.01
117.0 33950 54200 1# 01
112.8 34000 35600 0.96
81.7 34400 34000 1.01
79.0 34600 35400 0.98
55.8 34950 32400 1.08
54.8 35000 32800 1.07
34.1 35900 34400 1.04
16.23 37850 35400 1.07
8.99 40000 40000 1.00
4.98 42900 46600 0.92

For correct comparison of the b values in the two

vessels, labs must be expressed in some caramon unit and

not, as in tables 11 and 12, sinply as the total quanta

absorbed. Converting to quanta per second per cc., b

is found for the small vessel to be 0.163x10 and the
6

corresponding value for the large vessel 0.06x10 »

These values of a and b are in accordance with

expectation. The small change in b, as compared with

the larger change in would indicate that the effect

of the Ss factor is relatively a small one.
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She variation of ^,Yrlth has already been

referred to and it has "been shorn that, in accordance

v/ith the formula, the quantum efficiency is directly

proportional to the hydrogen concentration, except for

the small divergence at the highest pressures already

mentioned. Consideration of the effect of altered

chlorine pressure Is more complex, "because increase of

[Cle] means in general an altered labs, which, In the

results of tables 5 and 7, has not "been exactly

compensated by reducing the value of the incident light
■

intensity. By reason also of the method of measuring

the rate of reaction by the photometric method, at high'

fCla] accurate results cannot be obtained for a change
. "; " ' ' '• " " / ■< ' ' ' '»,

of 15 rm* hydrogen chloride as before. More important

is the fact that it is difficult to calculate exact

Values of and 03 , even relatively, on a purely

diffusion basis, since alteration in [Gig] alters the

distribution of chlorine atoms initially produced by the

light beam. Only the highest chlorine pressures are

therefore considered, where diffusion will be small and

the effects of all these factors minimised. Since

chlorine mast be tefcen as itself playing the part of an

M molecule, formula [III] indicates that at high [Cla],
the quantum efficiency should be inversely proportional

to the chlorine pressure. She experimental results of
I

table 7 for high [d3] support this conclusion. In the

final column in table 13 are given values of YHct ■ [ Cla ],
f/hich will be observed to be approximately constant at

high pressures.
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TABLE 13. Largs reaction vessel. [Eg] - 43.0 am*

^ •rciQ lxlo~"
265 ~
351
366
372

l

It is of further interest to note that, if the labs

term of formula [III] were to become small [as for

exairole at high values of labs]# the quantum efficiency

would tend to become inversely proportional to the

square of the chlorine pressure* Although no

experiments were carried out here from this point of

view# /Upland and co-workers did observe ouch a

tendency at certain high chlorine pressures*

In considering the experimental series in which the

pressures of added gases are the only variables# it is

first to be noted that the low index £j values at high

hydrogen chloride pressures have already been shown to

be in disagreement with formula [III]# if convection

effects are absent. The variation of Ym with labs in
both vessels is in agreement with the form5.1la on this

assumption even for a 500-fold variation in labs.

These experiments wore# however# carried out at low

total pressures and# since convection effects will

increase with increasing pressure, it does not follow

that convection will similarly be without appreciable

effect at the high pressures. This problem lias been

approached in the following way. Apart from convection#

St and Sa are determined by the rates of diffusion of

[Gig ]
Jgk. -
67*2 39450

103.7 33850
204.6 17830
308.9 12070
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chlorine atoms and 013 radicals respectively to the

wall* and "by the ability of the wall to remove by

adsorption these chain carriers on collision.

Relative rates of diffusion may be calculated for the

various gas mixtures as follows. The relative rate of

diffusion of a particle A through a gas X is given by

the expression

where Mfl = molecular weight of diffusing particle*

Mx m molecular weight of gas X*

a sura of radii of diffusing particle and gas

molecule X.

fx] a pressure of gas X.

For a mixture of chlorine with other gases S» the time

of diffusion through a given distance is taken as

t + + + )
and the relative rate of diffusion is then given by

D = fe + it)
This formula may be applied when the relative

distribution of diffusing particles remains unaltered

throughout the reaction vessel* thus, in the case of

CI and CI3 as diffusing particles* it may be applied to

those experiments in which the pressure of added gas M

is altered but not to those in which [Cl8] ie altered.
Values of Da and De for chlorine atoms and Cl3
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molecules respectively were calculated from the

following dntaJ-

(3^=; 3*6x10 cm*, ^mz~ 2.5x10 cm*, <5~,= 3*0x10 era.,
-8 -8

<5^~ 3*1x10 cm., o^" » 2*86x10 era*
-8

The diameter of the chlorine atom was taken as 3.0x10 era.,
-a

and that of the Cl3 molecule as 6.0x10 cm. The

calculated values are shown in table 14.

TA8LE 14. Relative rates of diffusion.

[Cls] = fHg] ^ 43 ran. [HC1] « 15 mm.

[A]
mm.

0
100
200
300
400

[A]
mm.

0
100
200
300
400

-is
D* xlO
2*92
1.40
0.92
0.69
0* 6o

-18
BoxlO
1.1 *
0.51
0.33
0.245
0.195

[H» ]
ram*

0
100
200
300
400

ra»3
mm.

0
loo
200
300
400

-is
I>* xlO
2.92
1.41
0.93
0* 695
0.55

OoxlO
1.1
0.53
0.35
0.25
0.21

-12

[Cl3] a [Ha] » 43 mm.

[HG1]
mm.

15
100
200
300
400

[HOI]
mm.

15
100
5200
300
400

-is
B* xlO

2*92
1,50
0.955
0.70
0.56

-is
Bo xlO

'

1.1
0.555
0.35
0.255
0.20

In the absence of convection, diffusion and

surface removal of chain carriers may then be combined

in the form

S = raD,

where mt in addition to accounting for wall efficiency,

also includes factors depending on the temperature, the

else and shape of the reaction vessel and the position

of the light beam? m will be constant if all these

factors remain the same. The constancy of wall

efficiency is then the only one which cannot be

directly controlled; if this efficiency is not unity,
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then in the general ease n will "be different for

chlorine atoms and for Cl3 radicals, and will vary with

the nature of the surface and the amount of each

different gas adsorbed on it. Hartley, Henry and
31

Whytlaw-Gray have shown that the adsorption of gases

on silica at ordinary temperatures and pressures, though

much less than that on soft glass, is by no means

negligible* it increases with the pressure and for

equal pressures of argon, nitrogen and hydrogen

chloride rises in that order. The adsorption of the

more easily condensable gases might then be expected to

produce the maximum change. Allmand and eo-workers

have shown, however, that the addition of water vapour

only slightly reduces the rate of hydrogen chloride

photosynthesis, and similarly Budde effects in both
30 33

chlorine and bromine ¥/ere only slightly reduced in

vessels of soft glass saturated with water vapour, under

conditions where a considerable portion of the atoms

were removed by surface action. The changes in the

surface efficiencies were therefore small and it might

thus be argued that, with the less easily condensed

gases argon and nitrogen, sueh effects would be

similarly unimportant, especially as in all the present

experiments an appreciable pressure of chlorine was

already present. The previous examinations of the

Budde effects in chlorine and in bromine do not

contradict such assumptions.

Calculation on this basis applied to the four
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curves of the argon and nitrogen series [tables 3 and 4]
has shown that, while the trend© of these curves may of

course he realised "by formula [ III], calculated quantum

efficiencies agreeing with all the experimental

efficiencies within the normal esnerimental error

cannot be obtained with a fixed set of constants.

Values may be calculated which do not differ from the

experimental results by more than 15% over the pressure

range© concerned [0 - 400 mm. 1, but the shape of these

calculated curves seems definitely different from that

of those of graphs 3 and 4. Accordingly attention has

been directed in the first place to the data for the

low intensity conditions, where the effect of other

possible chain endings and of convection and traces of

oxygen will be at a minimum. Satisfactory agreement

between calculated and experimental efficiencies can

then be obtained not only for the argon and nitrogen

series, but also for the hydrogen chloride series for

these low intensity conditions. Equation [III] is

written in the form

y = »• ,j, + *'W< - #w un Q 'ft ^ / . =

lo.6s

M
*° "'(■* ^)im

where a* ~ gk,ha[Ha1 a constant, since [Kg] is constant,
w

P.' = [Cla](r03.a] +
b' » t

M» * ([Cls] + kjM]),
It lias been assumed here that relative M efficiencies
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are the earns for reactions [4] and [5]?

i.e. k£'* a s= k^1 a lc^Ha* The coefficient kM
V Clx V " V 1- l<a
iv0 -~5 Jsie **•6

Is thus k^"1 = V, m* and n3 are constants

containing l'/k£'1 end l/k£'a respectively. These

calculations are shown in table 15, where the factor

^ L> mil !l i In, ]X \{%'M1 I I -L **x &X 1

y J is denoted by W«
/l-6s



TABLE 15. Small reaction vessel. [Cl3] = [Jig] = 43am#

q' a 208 x 10 » "b' 3180, ku ~ 0.165.

12
Ar&on: [HCl] 3? 15.0 mm., labs = 15.7x10 , !cfl = 0.80, 3cHct

[A]
mm#

0
100
200
300
400

X5o
220
300
380
460

P.*
1+m^D!

_ H'
6010 12600 3.10
9450 6020 1.535

12900 3960 1.31
16300 2970 1.18
19800 2360 1.12

^3
440
204
132

93
80

Itrilg B3
IF"

~£?5A~
1.93
1.44
1.86
1.17

1.22
1.23
1.28
1.33
1.39

6.0, mx » 4300x10
r% = 400x10 •

is

15700
16500
15800
14400
13000

VeXfl
Ve"».C. /

/Xfxp.
13400 1.02
16000 1.03
15800 1.00
14400 1.00
12600 1.03

Nitrogen: fHOl] = 25.0 rata., labs 15.9x10 , lc/ 1*30, — 0#D,
mt = 4700x10 ,ma=400x10

0 140 6010 13700 3.28 440 4.14 1,23
100 270 11600 6600 1.57 204 1.79 1.29
200 400 175300 4360 1.25 132 1.35 1.37
300 530 22500 3260 1.14 98 1.19 1.46
400 660 28400 2580 1.09 80 1.13 1.54

12900
14700
13300
11800
10400

12900
14700
14100
11900

9600

1.00
1.00
0.94
0.99
1.08

as is
Hydrogen Chloride: labs = 16.8x10 , kHCI~ 6.0, nx = 4300x10 , = 400x10

is

15
100
200
300
400

140
650

1250
1850

6010
28000
63800
79500

2450 105000

12600
6450
4100
3010
8410

5.10
1.83
1.08'
1.04
1.02

440
222
140
102

80

4.14
1.33
1.11
1.06
1.03

1.22
1,58
2.01
2.43
2.95

13900
9600

15700
9600
7200
6200
5700 5600

0.99
1.00

7300 0.99
6200 1.00

1.02
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The relative triple collision coefficients,

"being taken as unity, are then JE„C, t lz^ I Uc,xi « 4.5 s
1 ? 0,77 : 0.615, In the H0S stabilisation the

corresponding ratios are %HciI : kfl - 5.4 : 1 I 0.61,
while the t ratios for the bromine, iodine and

ai 2
ozone etabilisationc are again all of the order 1 : 0.60.

This agreement supports the view that relative values

remain the same, no matter what the stabilised complex

may be. In the case of chlorine, the M|$l value

k : kA/ m 5.57 for the II -5- 0,, + Ql* reaction isCtx AAj

probably due to the fact that this is not a reaction

stabilising H0S» but one which yields JIG1 and 010s as

products. On the other hand Griffiths and Horrish

report a ratio of 2.84 : 1 for the reaction

oi + nci3 + u -* mi* + m

and this is in apparent disagreement with the figure

above. It is however to be noted, that, when a

molecule may play the part of reactant as well as

stabiliser as in

II 4- 03 4- Og * HOg 4" Og

and 0 + Og *f Og > Og 4- Og«

the derived value for lza^ : is then approximately one
third of its value for a reaction such as

Br 4- Br *M Brs + M«

A ratio one third of 2. 534, or 0.75, might thus be

expected for

CI 4- Gig 4- Olg -» Clg + Gig.

which is in accordance with the calculation of table 15.



Hie relative triple collision efficiencies so found

may thus be said to be in agreement with those observed

in other stabilisations. Hie data here are not

sufficient to give an accurate value for k„ f of theMz

W value for sero [a] and [Ke], vis. 140, only 7 is

due to the 43mm. hydrogen present.

Hie constants m* and used in table 15 are*

further? not in disagreement with expectations based on

comparison of the results in both snail and large

vessels. Hie limiting value of YHa in the email vessel
is

a'/R* [1 + St/Rf3 ts 11300J

if B% is negligible? the resultant value of 35000 must

be greater than the limiting value in the large vessel,

for which diffusion must still exist though to a lesser
v'

degree* The experimental efficiency in the large

vessel is 31600, and thus indicates some small surface

action. If the relative efficiency of removal of 01

and Cl0 carriers is the same in both reaction vessels,

we should expect the 1//Iabs coefficient to decrease to
.

0.52 times its former value I the actual ratio from the
'■* v '

figures already given fp. 60| is 0,12/0.326 = 0,575.
Hie value of W for the small vessel at sero pressure of

added gas? argon or nitrogen? corresponds to that

indicated by formula [IV]? which accounts for the

variation of YHCI with labs for the same concentration
conditions.

In these respects therefore the formula and the



numerical data employed represent satisfactorily Hie

experimental reoulte, When# however# ouch calculations

are applied to the high intensity argon* nitrogen and

hydrogen chloride curves, decided discrepancies appear

at the higher pressures. Calculated values "based on tlie

meaerieal values of tables 3 and 4 are given in table

16. Here mx and % for the argon and hydrogen chloride

curves have been taken as before, but since Hie nitrogen

series has a quantum efficiency at [lTe ] = o some 12$ less
s

than the usual value for high intensity, r% and have

been increased to 5250 and 500 respectively.

TABLH 1G.
43 43 43

Argon* Zabs-ldOxlO ilitrarren. labs-lSOxlQ HC1, Xabs=:15C>xl0 .

Yctu-c.. Xe-x-ft Vcfltc/
turn. To'2 To'2 'Text*
15 120 121 0.99

100 71.5 63 1.13
200 47.5 30 1.58
300 37.5 16 2.34
400 32 14 2.30

It has already been pointed out, that index value©

n of less than 0.5, as calculated from the hydrogen

chloride curves at high pressures, cannot be accounted

for by formula [III], and hen.ee some other factor nast

be in operation. Even if Bt and S3 do not change in

accordance with the diffusion calculations of table 14,

i.e. if the surface efficiency alters by reason of

increased adsorption of hydrogen chloride# ouch indices
not

are ©tiilAexplained, because# if convection is absent#

Si and Sg will be respectively the same at a given

hydrogen chloride pressure, when labs is the only

variable. r£he discrepancies of the above table 16

Ycfu-c. Ye"*/? Yc«<-c/
X-i * j /V

trim, /0 * /Q ' OOkO

0 120 121 0.99
100 144 129 1.12
200 134 122 1.10
300 120 103 1.17
400 106 82 1.29

jtjgr /o"2 To'2 'YcxA
0 105 105 1.00

100 120 101 1.19
200 106 84 1.26
300 93 66 1.41
400 79 48 1.65
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indicate that some other factor or factors are of

importance at high intensities for the argon and

nitrogen series as well, though to a lesser degree.
jy

Detailed consideration of other possible values of J§,

etc., as well as of the y term of the general formula

[I]j which was previously taken as negligible, has not

been of assistance in accounting for these discrepancies.

Mention may be made here of the fact that a

slightly different form of expression may be derived

from the general reaction scheme as follows. From

the equations

mj « m 9 Md » o.
at at at

it may be shown that, with R - as before.

[01]
hjlabs + k5[M][013]

[r ~+ srr
and !% [Cla f + fCl3 ] (S3 * ^[M] hi labs sp o.

[1 + R/O-J/ fl +

Hence 21% f 01A ] s3 + k5[M]
Vrrw/^J

kJ3 k0[M]
TTTTWlf + fJCjhfilabs ./ '2 + OiAj

Row dtllOll = 21% f Ha ] f 011
dt

3kg f H21 (2% labs + 1% rM] f Cl3 ]) *wrrttmK '
Therefore Y

On,HCI
tjilicil

J? •

Civ ylabs

31% f Ha ]
_T_ +

hafM]
21% labs

+ 1% f Ml J -v 4k. 1% labs
TTTiTq;/ T1 * 8a7g

'8 1% f M ]
"ri + R/sJ,

■iTR]

...fvi]

Tills equation can be made to account for the variation

is neglected,of V with labs if
"He l

°£ + **6

! 1 + R/Si "J
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when V m a" (%U + b" \s this is tlien of the sameHCI v tabs/

form as equation mil fp» $5 J# The value of V is

now ke # 'filch would he larger in the larger
A + St/R

.

vessel^ contrary to experiment.

Equation [VI] again cannot account for values of n*

less than 0.5: (s3 ♦ a.Jlfrily ■.: A would indeed have to *v TfTwIsf/
he negative. Further, the quantum efficiency - pressure

curves for argon and nitrogen and the low intensity

curve for hydrogen chloride can "be accounted for

approximately only if has different values for

each series. In general, these values, while constant

for any one curve, increa.se in order for argon, nitrogen

and hydrogen chloride, and are greater at the higher

Intensity.

The detailed analysis of these "added gas" curves

has therefore indicated that, if the previous general

reaction mechanism is to hold, there must he other

factors operative, which cannot he neglected at high

intensities and pressures. Additional reactions or chain

ending processes ard theoretically possible: these

will now he briefly considered.

H + IiCl —» Ha * CI. In thin ease, the previous

calculated values of YHa must he multiplied by the

factor f foist] ), While the observed retardation
l[0lj ♦ lilCli;

by hydrogen chloride may he partly due to this reaction,
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examination of the new formula shows at once that

indices less than 0.50 cannot he so obtained.

Cla + HiSL 2HC1 + CI or HC1 + Ola + H.

Introduction of either of these reactions renders

the kinetics exceedingly complicated. At high

hydrogen concentrations, the overall rate would tend to
n'

he proportional to [Ha] where n' is greater than unity,

and no evidence seems available which supports such a

tendency as appreciable. The ratio of the rate of

reaction between Cl3 and Ha to that between CI and IIa
-3 -4 33

is given as 10 to 10 by Kimball and Syring , and as
-i -a 0 4

10 to 10 by Rollefson •

CI + 01. 2C12 »lOy [7].

This chain-ending process introduces a factor

which does act in the required direction. By the

method previously adopted, with R = 1c*. fCl3 ] [ M], x = labs

and y « yHa , the following equation may be derived:

mx3^ - lxy3 + nxy3 - pxy + qy + rx « K [VII].
2 2 r

Here m » kik* , i ~ k7 [ 2R + St j t
■■■■ — * ■ 1 - W — M<I.MIIi'»I|.IHI| I.'i n.«|..HIIH»l< w

8!ce( k3 ' Ha ]f
k^lCy 9

4kg (k3 j Hs ]) J
n [R + s.f 1 + S- -Q f 1,1 ]kiyR lo? Sg! XL T I X "T f WJJWA — *M/V«

4(ka[Hs j)3 _ kg [e T Sj. J3 !ts!,R 4 Saj_
P * MLtSl

Sk2 | Hs ]

MMl

2 - -••7 • '2

k6[R + GAj

a

32iq k3 [ Hg ]
ke [M] o [E + SJBJ

r = ka , K =s kikGrM](k5rM] 4 Ss) .
k6

By neglecting the m, 1 and o terms, the remaining
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terras may "be written as "before in the form

ny2 - py - [K/x - r] 5 0,

whence y = a.,
2n L|l + yi + 4nrfK/rx - 1] XX1 f

where, now,

t> - J=il=atHs 1
mmmam .MiLnm, mi , n »■ iw miwy #

2n [R + St]

1 kySg \

i1* iS£a\lET4t " JO? Sg \
o%fE + M"/ kalR + St]j

_ 4

/ 2ks [ M]lo,R
.

f te*Sa \1
1 +[kG [R + s»fy + SjTL

r g Wjjf +£° m

3

4nr
TT

K „ 2% [M] (iq
r "

+ Sa

kths
I

Equation [VII] reduces to the previous equation [HI],
if 4nr « 1, a value indicated "by the expression for 4nr

pa p'J
above if the terms involving loj are negligible. It

would appear therefore that for the low pressure

conditions ouch terms are inappreciable. At high [M]

values, k7 S2//ke [E + Sj ] will tend to become smaller.
In any case, from the fact that in both vessels the

Xa - labs curves are accurately given by afl + b/ labs],
this term is probably Inappreciable even at the low

pressures. At high values of [M], 21cs [R + Si]
will increase, as will K/r. Calculation then applied

to the ratio of quantum efficiencies at 400 ram.

hydrogen chloride shows that the abnormal index n as 0.375

may be accounted for in this way. If, for example,

4nr a 2.25 and K/r « 85xlGls% to be compared with low
"p3" / \

pressure values |rHCl] a 15 rm,J of 1.00 and 0.846xl013
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respectively# the required ratio [0.25] is obtained.

Further calculation on these lines, however, introduces

difficulties. The ratios of quantum efficiencies at

corresponding pressures of hydrogen chloride, for the

two intensities, may he approximately accounted for

over the entire range, only "by making use of very high

values of 1% in relation to kHC| J hut on the other hand
such values of 1% are not in agreement with the rapid

decrease in actual quantum efficiency as [HOI]

increases. Detailed consideration of other possible

values of 1% etc. as well as of the terms previously

regarded as negligible has again not produced

calculated values in reasonable agreement with eixperlment

throughout. While, therefore, the reaction [7] above

does introduce a factor acting in the required

direction, no consistent numerical basis has been found

to include satisfactorily all the experimental data.

01 *fr* 01 4* M * Gin t M .........[8] kg»

The possible effect of this reaction has been

analysed in a similar way. Again, a factor is

introduced acting in the required direction, the term

n,fa]i»'al(ni,rn] + Sg) replacing 2ka [HjkyR , but
kefH + [li +

again the numerical inconsistencies have not been

overcome in all cases. While the argon and nitrogen

curves may be accounted for, considerable divergencies

again occur for the hydrogen chloride curve at high

intensity; accordingly# it is not possible to decide
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If such a chain ending is in fact appreciable.

It has thus been concluded that# while the Cla

mechanism does account for all the general trends here

observed for this complicated reactions with numerical

verification at the lower pressures, at high intensities

and high pressures of the added gases argon, nitrogen

and hydrogen chloride# certain discrepancies remain.

Reasons have already been given in support of the view,

that convection or traces of oxygen or inhibitors

cannot account entirely for the general trends observed*

At the same time, these other factors may account for

the departures at the higher pressures.

On the basis of the thermal conductivity

measurements previously referred to, convection effects

will be the same for corresponding pressures of all the

added gases argon, nitrogen and hydrogen chloride, and

we should therefore expect, for equal heat production,

approximately the came departures from the general

reaction mechanism, if convection is the factor

concerned. The discrepancy is much greater for

hydrogen chloride, where such discrepancy cannot be

explained by altered surface efficiency of removal of

chain carriers on the basis of the simplified formula

used. This is the more remarkable in that the rate of

reaction at high [HCl] is some five times less than the

corresponding rates with argon, and the possible

convection will be correspondingly less. At the same

time, it will be observed that, if S3 rises by
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convection, ihe formula indicates a continuous rice in

rate of reaction contrary to general expectation. In

this respect* the alternative formula [V] is more

suitable, and hence the explanation may lie in the

neglected terra of the general expressions [I] and [VI].
The efficiency of the removal of hydrogen atoms by

the triple collision process H ♦ Qa * M is nine times

as efficient for hydrogen chloride as for argon. Of

the other gases concerned* it is believed that the

chlorine is the most difficult to render free from oxygen,

and, since the hydrogen chloride used was prepared from

tliis chlorine, the conditions of high [HOI] are those in

which the highest oxygen concentration may be expected.

There will then be competition between two processes,
'/z 1

one involving lobs .and the other involving labs .

At high intensities the latter, removing H atoms, will

be more appreciable, and might cause the abnormally low

indices observed. One point against this explanation

is that the hydrogen chloride curve at high [HC1] tends

to approach a limiting constant value, and this would

not be observed if oxygen is being introduced

progressively as [HOI] rises. That the rate of

photosynthesis of hydrogen chloride may be extremely

sensitive to traces of oxygen is indicated, however,

by the following considerations.

According to the general Cls mechanism above

discussed, the limiting value of the quantum efficiency
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at high labs is ] ~ 11200. For k4 = 2,
R[1 4- SiAJ

representing two chlorine atoms produced per quantum,

and for the pressure conditions [Gla3 « [B3] = 43 mm.,

[HCl] = 15 mm., this is approximately equal to

-3 [Ha 3 , since R » [Cla 3^ , and
2.5^.[Cls][aial
M' = 140, 1 + Si/ll =3.1 [ef. table 15]. Thus

kafHal a 2.8x10* for these conditions. From
f Cla 3 f Cla j

consideration of the reactions

01 -s- Hj, 1101 + H

and 01 + Cla 4- Cla * CXa + 01a ,

it is observed that ha fHe] is the ratio of

k*a'2 [cia3foia3
effective binary collisions of chlorine atoms to

effective triple collisions. The ratio of total

binary to total ternary collisions at such pressures is

of the order 10*, and, if ea and are the respective

collision efficiencies, the ratio of effective binary

to effective ternary collisions will be [©s/e^l.lO ,

*
which is equal to 2.8x10 • The collision efficiency

of CI collisions with hydrogen molecules is of the order
-* . «

10 . Hence l/eA » 2.8x10 , or the collision efficiency

of the ternary collision

CI + Cla + Cla -» Cl3 + Cl3
-4 -6

is of the order 10 to 10 . an unexpectedly small value

as compared with other triple collisions. Since the

efficiency of removal of H atoms in the triple

collision process H + 03 + HCl is of the order unity,
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the presence of mere traces of oxygen may well have a

marked effect at high hydrogen chloride pressures.

In explanation of the small value of the triple

collision efficiency e*, it might he argued that we

deal here with the formation of a eoitplex, which is

itself not a normally stable molecule, and that a

normal value would not he expected. The low efficiency

is then to he allied to the very high quantum yields,

which have been recorded for the hydrogen-chlorine

reaction. If there Is no evidence for the existence

of Cl8 molecules from the study of other photochemical

reactions Involving chlorine, it may he that it is only

in reactions with very high quantum efficiencies, where

other chain-ending processes are absent, that the Cl3

chain-ending will become appreciable.

In conclusion, it may be said that, in spite of

the numerical discrepancies discussed above, the 018

hypothesis does account generally for the observed

features of this complicated reaction. The quantum

efficiency is normally proportional to the hydrogen

pressure. When surface action is present, we may expect

an increase In quantum efficiency as the chlorine

pressure Increases, or a region where efficiency is

independent of chlorine pressure, or a region where the

rate is strongly retarded by chlorine. Similar remarks

apply to nitrogen, argon, and also to hydrogen chloride.

With hydrogen chloride, an initial rise has here not

been observed with increasing pressure, but is to be
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expected with greater surface action. The index

values of n, expressing the effect of altered intensity

of absorbed light? may range from unity to values less

than 0.5. Finallys the relative values of the triple

collision efficiencies of argon? nitrogen and hydrogen

chloride molecules in the stabilising collision

CI + Cl3 + M are here found to be of the same order as

in other triple collisions. Experiments on the

addition of otherwise inert gases do not appear to have

been previously reported. The present observations on

the tendency of the index n to approach unity at hi$h

li£$vt intensities are probably due to the fact that the
13

light absorbed was here of the high order 0.5 to 7.5x10

quanta per second per cc. at a chlorine pressure of
■ is

45 mm. Bodenstein and Winter used intensities of the

order 10 quanta per second per cc. at 375 m. chlorine?
19

while those of Craggs? Squire and Allmand were of the
10 10

order 10 to 10 at 166 and 450 mm. chlorine.
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SUHMABY.

The photosynthesis of hydrogen Chloi'lde has been
.

-

studied under varying conditions of hydrogen, chlorine,

hydrogen chloride, nitrogen and argon pressures and of

light intensity. Direct proportionality "between the

hydrogen pressure and the quantum efficiency, together

with the Inhibiting action of "both chlorine and

liydrogen chloride have "been confirmed. In the case of

hydrogen chloride, the quantum efficiency - pressure

curve fell continuously, while for chlorine and also

for nitrogen and argon a maximum was observed at an

intermediate pressure, after which the quantum

efficiency fell progressively. With increasing light

intensity, the quantum efficiency has been found to f

steadily and finally reach a constant value at very

high intensities. Further, the change in intensity

exponent with Increasing pressure lias been investigated,

and values approaching 0.5 at high pressures have been

observed. In the case of hydrogen chloride, abnormally

low indices f0,5751 were noted at the highest pressures.

The general trends of the experimental results are

in accord with the following reaction scheme:

01a —* CI + CI

01 + Ha -> HOI + H

H + Cla HC1 + 01

followed by
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01 + Cl3 + M -* Cla + M

013 + M -» 01 + Ola * M

2G13 — 3Glg

G1 —► surface

Olg -» surface

A further chain ending# such as 01 + 013 —> SQ1#

or 01 + 01 + M —> Gla +• M» Is however necessary in

order to explain tentatively the abnormally low indices

observed at high pressures of hydrogen chloride*
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INTRODUCTION.

The mechanism of chlorine atom recombination in

the photosynthesis of hydrogen chloride in such as to

suggest that it may "be operative in other photoreaetions

involving chlorine atoms. Particularly would this he

the case in processes with high attendant quantum yields.

Attention was therefore directed to the photochemical

reaction between chlorine and toluene, which for

several years has been recognised to take place with

high quantum efficiency.

References in the literattire to the photochlorination

of toluene are concerned mainly with the reaction in
35"

the liquid phase. G-ibbs and Geiger investigated the

chlorination of toluene in some detail. The ordinary

method of passing the gas into the boiling liquid until

a definite weight of chlorine had been absorbed

resulted in the formation of a mixture consisting

largely of benzyl chloride, but also containing

substances with chlorine in the ring. Toluene vapour

in the presence of a considerable excess of chlorine

and a catalyst reacted to form a mixture containing

benzyl chloride, benzal chloride, benzotrichloride,

chlorotoluene and chloro-benzyl chloride. Under the

influence of ultra-violet light, the theoretical
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proportions of toluene vapour and chlorine gas reacted

almost completely to form products chlorinated in the

side chain. By regulating the rate of flow of the

gases, and the proportion of chlorine employed, it was

possible to obtain benzyl chloride, benzal chloride or

benzotrichloride. An apparatus specially designed for

the production of benzyl chloride by this method has
36

been described by Ellis *

In 1925, Book and Eggert37 stated that at a

temperature „of 105° to 110°G the product of the

interaction of chlorine and liquid toluene was very

largely benzyl chloride, irrespective of whether the

reaction was conducted in the dark or in the presence

of light, so long as chlorine carriers such as ferric

chloride were excluded. In the presence of ferric

chloride, ortho- and para-chlorotoluenes were formed.

At a temperature of -80°G and in complete darkness,

pure chlorine and pure toluene did not react, but, even

at this temperature, in presence of visible light,

reaction occurred with high velocity and quantum

efficiency.
37 38

In contrast to Book and Bggert ' , but in agreement

with Bergel , Olivier found that the speed of

chlorination of toluene at the boiling point was

influenced very considerably by light: the higher the

light intensity, the greater the proportion of chlorine

which reacted during any experiment. Determination of

the nature of the products formed was carried out by
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kinetic hydrolytic measurements. Daring hydrolysis,

high initial velocity constants indicated the presence

of benzyl and benzal chlorides, but the final rates

were too slow to be explained by the presence of

nuclear substituted chloro-toluenes or chloro-bensyl

chlorides. To account for this, Olivier suggested

that derivatives of cyelohexane, e.g. C0H5Cl6.dig and

C6H5C1s . GHaGl, were formed during chlorination, and

obtained confirmation on this point in an experiment

using a large excess of toluene: a product of high

boiling point and high chlorine content was obtained.

It is clear that no systematic investigation of the

kinetics of the chlorination process has yet been

. carried out, and accordingly the present short research

has been concerned with this aspect of the photoreaction.

Apart from a few qualitative experiments in the liquid

phase, when benzyl chloride was the main product formed,

all observations were confined to the gas phase at low

pressures. Under these conditions, benzyl chloride

alone was produced, the reaction talcing place with high

velocity and evident high quantum yield. The thermal

reaction at room temperature was observed to be

inconsiderable compared v/ith the photoreaction, and a

new observation was noted to the effect that the

reaction was strongly inhibited by oxygen.

Ohlorinatlon of Toluene in the Liquid Phaser

Several qualitative experiments were carried out

simply by passing chlorine into toluene until an
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increase in weight of several grammes haa 'been recorded.

The temperature of the reaction mixture was maintained

within the range 20-25°a by means of an ice bath, and

illumination v/as provided by means of an Osira mercury

lamp [125 watts] arranged conveniently near. Large

volumes of hydrogen chloride were evolved during the

chlorination, and, before distilling the resulting

product, as much as possible of this gas was removed by

bubbling a rapid stream of nitrogen through the liquid.

On fractionation, unchanged toluene distilled over

first at 112aC. followed at 179° by benzyl chloride,

the identity of which was confirmed by the formation of

the picrate of the thiourea complex*"'. Ho fractions

between these two temperatures were obtained, and

therefore nuclear substituted chloro-toluenes were

evidently not present. A proportion of the liquid

distilled over at a temperattire higher than 179°C, but

no precise fractions could be isolated above this

temperature. Besides exhibiting a narked tendency to

char on distillation, this latter portion of the

distillate changed colour from light yellow to green

when in contact with air. Possible constituents of

the liquid boiling above 179°0 are benzol chloride

[B.P. 212°], benzotrichloride f'B.P. 213°] or maybe

derivatives of cyclohexane as suggested by Olivier4"0.

Attempts to confirm the presence of benzal chloride by

means of a colour reaction with phenanthrene and

concentrated sulphuric acid4*2 yielded negative results.

It is to be concluded, in agreement with all
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previous investigations, that "benzyl chloride is the

main product of photo-chloririation in the liquid phase.

A small amount of higher "boiling products v/as also

obtained, but their identity was not established.

Ohlorinstion of Toluene in the Gas phase.

As stated in the introductions the main concern of

this short investigation was the photoreaction in the

gas phase, in an endeavour to establish the mechanism

of the photochlorination process. The system employed

for these experiments was the sr$me as that used in the

hydrogen-chlorine research, with the exception that a

much larger spherical reaction vessel was employed.

This vessel had a volume of 1115 cc., was therrnoetated

at 20°C, and was provided with a tap funnel as shown In

sketch. A wide beam of light, wavelength 406 rau, was

used to carry out the photoreaction, the fall intensity

being employed in all experiments.

The gases clilorine and oxygen were prepared and

purified according to the methods given in the previous

part of this thesis. Analar toluene, after drying over

calcium chloride for several days was twice fractionated,

and then introduced into a small reservoir, situated as

shown in sketch, via a side tube which was then sealed

off. The liquid was boiled off under the oil puma for

several minutes, and then solidified with liquid oxygen

and the pumping continued for 5 to 10 minutes. Except

when actually admitting vapour to the reaction vessel,

the toluene was kept in the solid state.
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To carry out an experiment, toluene was admitted

to the vessel to a pressure of 17rrm, the mnxSMM

conveniently obtainable at the reaction temperature.

Having admitted the toluene and closed tap T3, a slow

decrease in pressure evidently resulting from the

solution of the toluene in the tap 'grease was noticed,

hut In view of the shortness of the exposure time this
.

slight fall in pressure i of the order of 1.0 m. in

five minutes] was neglected. Nest was added to the

reaction vessel 25 mm. chlorine. After the admission

of the reactant gases, tap Tt was closed and. insolation

commenced. At the conclusion of the exposure time,

20 ml. freshly prepared 20% potassium iodide solution

were added to the vessel via the tap funnel, followed

"by 50 ml. distilled water. Air was then admitted, also

via the funnel, to atmospheric pressure, and the vessel

detached. The iodine liberated was titrated in situ

with standard sodium thiosulphate solution using starch

solution as indicator, and gave a measure of the

pressure of chlorine remaining at the end of the

illumination. At the end point of the titration,

20 ml. saturated potassium iodete solution were added

and reacted according to the following equation:

SKI + KID;, + 6H01 — 6K01 + 3Ha0 + 61.

Further iodine was thus liberated in amount equivalent

to the pressure of hydrogen chloride formed during the

experiment. If, as before, the assumption is made

that the change in chlorine concentration was linear
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with time, the data provided gave both the rate at

which chlorine was used tip and thai at which hydrogen

chloride was produced.

Ex orlments to study the dark reaction were also

carried out, by allowing the reaction mixture to remain

in the reaction vessel for a measured time interval.

Potassium iodide solution war. then added and the

titration performed as before.

The factors for converting the volume of sodium

thiosulphate solution used in the two titrations into

ran, pressure of chlorine and hydrogen chloride

respectively were obtained in the following maimer. .

Chlorine at a pressure of 1,0 mm., volume 1115 cc. [the
volume of the reaction vessel] and temperature 20*2, is

equivalent to 1115 x 1 x 375 cc. at IT.T. P., or to
760 x "293

71 x 1115 x 275 gtn. The reaction of chlorine with
22400 x 760 x 293

potassium iodide is according to the following equation

Cl8 + 2EI 2KC1 + I2,

one equivalent of chlorine liberating one of iodine.

Hence, 1.0 am. pressure of chlorine in the reaction

vessel will liberate 71 x 1115 x 275 x 127 gni.
224-00 x 760 x 293 x 35.5

iodine on inaction with potassium iodide. This

weight of iodine is equivalent to

71 x 1115 x 275 litres normal solution, i.e.
23400 x 730 x 393 x 35.5

0.1222 ml., which would require 0.1232 ml. normal sodium

tliiosulphate solution for complete reaction. Tlierefore

1.0 ml. normal thiosulphate solution is equivalent to
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1 mm, chlorine, or to x ram. where x is the
A 4or)r> o
w ♦ JL&ZjAj W * J~

normality of the thiorualphate solution. 'The normality

of the Dilution need, nn determined in the standard way

lining A.B. copper sulphate, was 0,0355 IT, and therefore

1.0 ml, of the solution was equivalent to 0.QS53 m.
0.1222

ch.lorines i.e. 0.698 mm. The factor for hydrogen

chloride was arrived at in exactly the same way using

the first of the two equations given above, and was

found to he twice that for chlorine i.e. 1.396 ram. per

ml.

In order to check the accuracy of the titration

method, two experiments were carried out, in which a

measured pressure of chlorine alone was added to the

reaction vessel, followed immediately "by the potassium

iodide solution and titration of the iodine liberated.

Hie table "below gives the figures obtained.

Measured 01# pressure. Vol. 0.0855 IT Naa&aCh. Oalc. Cl« pressure.

24.2 mm. 34*3 ml. 25.9 mm.

21.2 mm, 30.0 ral. 20.95 mm.

It is clear that the titration figures agree well with

the pressure of chlorine actually present in the reaction

vessel.
*

While no exact determination of the quantum

efficiency of hydrogen chloride formation in the

photoreaction woe mo.de, a rough estimate was obtained

in the following manner. The rate of hydrogen

chloride formation is known from the figures of the
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second titration in mm. pressure per second: a rate of
33

one mm* per second ie equivalent to 1115 x S75 x 0.Q6 x 10
760 x 293 x 22400

49
molecules per second i.e. 3.71 x 10 • The highest

values of Iribs, recorded in the hydrogen-chlorine
! , ££
research for the wavelength 406 nxu were just over 10

quanta per second, at chlorine pressure equal to 50 mm.

With an aperture some five to ten times larger, and

chlorine pressure equal to 25 inn., as in the present

system, it is estimated that the labs, will "be of the
40

order of 10 quanta per second. Remembering that the

present optical system employed the sense light filters

and the same lamp, and contained the same number of

glass surfaces between the lamp and the reaction vessel,

it is considered that this is a maximum estimate. In

the tables below, the quantity K i3 the rate of

hydrogen chloride formation in mm. per second, and
49

therefore YHa is equal to 5.71 x 10 x K i.e.
10as

3.71 x 10 x 1C molecules per quantum.

Tables of Results.

In the tables, the initial chlorine and toluene

pressures are given, together with the illumination

time ts zv[ciPj _ represents the change in chlorine

concentration, and a(HCG0 the total pressure of hydrogen

chloride formed. K is the rate of hydrogen chloride

production in mm, per second and YHU corresponding
quantum efficiency.
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fos]
mm.

25.0
3.0
1.0

fclo] [Toluene] t Af cls ] Ar IICl ] k=a[UGil/t
Yhci =ram. mm. sec. ram. mm. ram/sec

B4.2 17.1 300 7.6 8.3 0.0277 1030
25.3 17.3 300 7.5 7.5 0.0250 927
25.5 17*4 300 3*8 3.9 0.0130 482
25*9 17.4 300 8.4 9.1 0.0303 1120
25.9 16*2 300 12* 1 12.5 0,0417 1550
26.0 17.1 300 11.0 11.4 0.0330 1410
25.3 16.6 200 6.9 7.3 0.0365 lo50
25.4 17.7 200 16.6 16.7 0.0335 3100
25*7 17.0 200 13*7 14.9 0.0745 2760
25.0 17.3 120 13.4 15.5 0.1290 4790
25.0 17.0 35 12.1 13.0 0.1530 5680

25.0 17.0 600 0.0 l1l1

25*0 17.0 1800 1.0 1.1 0.000612 23
25.0 17.0 3600 2*2 3.9 0.00108 40

Reaction •

25*5 17.2 900 5,0 3.0 0.00333
35*5 17.2 900 6.6 5.6 0.00522
25.0 17.0 600 0.0

Discussion of Results.

The lacrlmatory nature of the gas phase chlorination

products was distinctly evident, and this, considered in

conjunction with existing evidence on the liquid phase

reaction, justifies the assumption that "benzyl chloride

was a main product. An outstanding feature of the

results is the equality fwithin the range of

experimental error] between a[C13] and afHOI], and it

therefore appears that the reaction can be expressed

simply by the equation

Cljg 4* 0($ I Eg . CiLj 4 Cq lig . CHa G! 4 IIOl •

This equation accounts for the equality between a!"c13]

and AfHGl], addition reactions being entirely ruled

out, but requires in addition that benzyl chloride

should be the sole nroduct of chlorination. This
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latter requirement was not established experimentally,

"but5 bearing in mind the fact that nuclear chlorlnation

takes place only to a minor degree in the liquid, phase®
' '

$» -V

and the reactivity of the chain compared with the

nucleus of toluene® it is not unreasonable to assume

that the above equation does interpret the reaction.

On this basis, the photoreaction should have no

attendant fall in pressure. A pressure drop was,

however, observed during the course of the reaction, and

it is attributed to the condensation of bensyl chloride

on the walls of the vessel, an assumption which was

confirmed by direct observation.

While no great accuracy is claimed for the quantum

efficiency estimations, it is clear that this quantity

for the present conditions of experiment lies between
3 4

10 and 10 , and a chain mechanism is therefore

indicated. The very marked retardation of the reaction

rate by oxygen suggests that hydrogen atoms participate

as one of the chain carriers, and accordingly a possible

mechanism for the chlorination process Is as follows:

Cl3 J33, 01 + CI

01 + Gg2:I3.GIIs -» C0 Hs. CHS 01 + H

H + Olg —* HOI + 01.

The oxygen retardation can be attributed to the reaction '
H + Og + M ) HOo + M,

where a toluene molecule acts efficiently as the third

molecule M. When viewed in the light of the high

quantum efficiency of the reaction, the lack of
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agreement In the experimental results in the present

type of apparatus is understandable. Absence of

reproducibility wis not due to the instability of the

sodium thiosulphate solution; for frequent

standardisation revealed no change in the normality.

Comparing the rates of the thermal and

photoreaetions, it is evident that at 20®G there is a

difference of one or two orders of magnitude. The

present experimental evidence does not allow of

further conclusions being drawn on this point, but

Olivier1s statement that the chlorinatlon of toluene is

markedly influenced by light appears to be justified.

Sunrnary.

Apart from a few qualitative experiments in the

liquid phase, when bensyl chloride was the main product

formed, the investigation of the photoreaction between

chlorine and toluene has been confined to the gas phase.

The reaction takes place with high quantum efficiency,

and probably con be simply expressed by the equation

C1B + CaI^.CHa —* CqHQ .CllgCl + IIC1»>

It has been observed that the reaction rate is markedly

retarded by oxygen, and that the photoreaction,

compared with the thermal reaction, is some 10 to 100

times more rapid at 20®C«
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